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Abstract

Inertial sensors coupled to cameras can provide valuable data about camera ego-motion

and how world features are expected to be oriented. Object recognition and tracking

benefits from both static and inertial information. Several human vision tasks rely on the

inertial data provided by the vestibular system. Artificial systems should also exploit this

sensor fusion.

Micromachining enabled the development of low-cost single chip inertial sensors. These

can be easily incorporated alongside the camera’s imaging sensor, providing an artificial

vestibular system.

We will explore some of the benefits of combining the two sensing modalities, and how

gravity can be used as a vertical reference. We will also focus on how the two sensors can

be cross-calibrated so that they can be used in static and dynamic situations.

The inertial sensed gravity provides a vertical reference for monocular and stereo vision

systems, establishing an artificial horizon, enabling segmentation of vertical features and

providing restrictions for stereo correspondence of ground plane points and 3D vertical

features. This vertical reference can also enable stereo depth map alignment and ground

segmentation, reducing the dimensionality of the full registration problem.

To perform independent motion segmentation for a moving robotic, observer we ex-

plored the fusion of optical flow and stereo techniques with data from the inertial and

magnetic sensors. A depth map registration and independent motion segmentation is

presented that explores the cooperation between distinct sensing modalities.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In our days, machines are no longer expected to be numb and repetitive, but intelligent,

autonomous to some extent, and interactive. If autonomous robotic machines are to be

integrated in man’s environment, they must be capable of perceiving their surroundings.

One fundamental component of this perception is vision, but other sensory modalities

can play a significant role and enhance artificial vision systems. As with other robotic

applications, interesting hints can be gathered by looking at how the human and animal

perception systems work.

In humans and in animals the vestibular system in the inner ear gives inertial infor-

mation essential for navigation, orientation, body posture control and equilibrium. In

humans this sensorial system is crucial for several visual tasks and head stabilisation. It

is well known that the information provided by the vestibular system is used during the

execution of visual movements such as gaze holding and tracking, as described by [Car-

penter1988]. Neural interactions of human vision and vestibular system occur at a very

early processing stage [Berthoz2000][Gillingham1996]. The inertial information enhances

the performance of the vision system, and the visual cues aid the spatial orientation and

body equilibrium.

Inertial sensors explore intrinsic properties of body motion. From the principle of

1
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generalised relativity of Einstein we known that only the specific force on one point and the

angular instantaneous velocity, but no other quantity concerning motion and orientation

with respect to the rest of the universe, can be measured from physical experiments inside

an isolated closed system. Therefore from inertial measurements one can only determine

an estimate for linear acceleration and angular velocity. Linear velocity and position,

and angular position, can be obtained by integration. Inertial navigation systems (INS)

implement this process of obtaining velocity and position information from inertial sensor

measurements.

Internal sensing using inertial sensors is very useful in mobile robotic systems since

it is not dependent on any external references, except for the gravity field which does

provide an external reference. Artificial vision systems can provide better perception

of the robot’s environment by using the inertial sensors measurements of camera pose

(rotation and translation). As in human vision, low level image processing should take

into account the ego motion of the observer.

Micromachining enabled the development of low-cost single chip inertial sensors. These

can be easily incorporated alongside the camera’s imaging sensor, providing an artificial

vestibular system. The noise level of these sensors is not suitable for inertial navigation

systems, but their performance is similar to biological inertial sensors and can play a key

role in artificial vision systems.

In our work we explore some aspects of inertial and vision sensing integration. Fig. 1.1

shows some of the data available from the two sensors and processing systems, setting a

framework for possible combination of inertial and vision sensing

The 3D structured world is observed by the visual sensor, and its pose and motion

parameters directly measured by the inertial sensors. These motion parameters can also

be inferred from the image flow and known scene features [Eason1992]. Combining the

two sensing modalities simplifies the 3D reconstruction of the observed world. The inertial

sensors also provide important cues about the observed scene structure, such as vertical

and horizontal references.
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Figure 1.1: Combining inertial and vision sensing

1.2 Human Vision and Inertial Sensing

In the next sections we will briefly describe the human vestibular system, its main func-

tions and interactions with human vision. For a more detailed and medical description

see [Gillingham1996], and for more on human senses and perception see [Coren1994] and

[Carpenter1988]. [Berthoz2000] gives insight into neural interactions of human vision and

vestibular system, and action-perception behaviours.

1.2.1 Human Vestibular System

Within the vestibule of inner ear we find the human inertial sensor, the vestibular system

(see figure 1.2). It measures both tilt and angular acceleration. The vestibular end-organs

measure just 1.5 cm across, and reside well protected within the bony labyrinth of the

temporal bone.

It has three main parts: the cochlea, the vestibule, and the semicircular canals. They

are all filled with a fluid, the endolymph. The cochlea, the snail-like part seen in figure 1.2,

converts acoustic energy into neural information. In the vestibule lie the two otolith

organs, the utricle and the saccule. They translate gravitational and inertial forces into
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Figure 1.2: Human Ear (taken with permission from [Britannica2001]).

spatial orientation information, namely information about angular position (tilt) and

linear motion of the head. The semicircular canals detect angular acceleration of the

head. The three semicircular canals are oriented in three mutually perpendicular planes,

thus measuring angular acceleration in space.

The hair cell is the functional unit of the vestibular sensory system. It converts spatial

and temporal patterns of mechanical energy applied to the head into neural information.

The semicircular ducts communicate at both ends with the utricle, and are dilated at

one end to form the ampulla. Inside the ampulla lies the crista ampullaris, composed of

hair cells and a gelatinous structure, the cupula, as indicated in figure 1.3. When angular

acceleration of the head occurs, with components in each semicircular duct plane, the

endolymph inertia will deviate the cupula, bending the hairs of the crista. With the usual

rapid, high frequency rotations of the head, the rotational inertia of the endolymph acts

to deviate the cupula as the angular velocity of the head builds. The angular momentum

gained by the endolymph during the brief acceleration acts to drive the cupula back to

its resting position when the head decelerates to a stop. The cupula-endolymph system

thus normally functions as an integrating angular accelerometer, i.e., it converts angular
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Figure 1.3: Human Vestibular System (taken with permission from [Britannica2001]).

acceleration data into a neural signal proportional to the angular velocity of the head.

The utricle and saccule have a similar arrangement. There are patches of hair cells,

the macula, lining the bottom of the utricle in a close to horizontal plane, and lining the

medial wall of the saccule in a vertical plane. Above each macula there are gelatinous

structures, the otolithic membranes. These membranes act as a proof mass, and bend the

macular hairs, sending neural signals proportional to angular position and linear motion

of the head.

The above described vestibular system is therefore capable of sensing three-dimensional

angular acceleration, linear acceleration and tilt.

1.2.2 Human Vision and Vestibular System

In humans, the retinal image is stabilised mainly by vestibulo-ocular reflexes, primarily

those of semicircular-duct origin. A simple demonstration can help one appreciate the

contribution of the vestibulo-ocular reflexes to retinal-image stabilisation. Holding the

extended fingers half a meter or so in front of the face, one can move the fingers slowly
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from side to side and still see them clearly because of visual (optokinetic) tracking reflexes.

As the frequency of movement increases one eventually reaches a point where the fingers

cannot be seen clearly - they are blurred by the movement. This point is about 60 deg .s−1

or 1 or 2 Hz for most people. Now, if the fingers are held still and the head is rotated

back and forth at the frequency at which the fingers became blurred, the fingers remain

perfectly clear. Even at considerably higher frequencies of head movement, the vestibulo-

ocular reflexes initiated by the stimulation of the semicircular ducts keep the image of the

fingers clear.

For lower frequencies of movement of external world features relative to the body, or

body motion relative to the world, gaze stabilisation is done by the visual system with

the optokinetic tracking reflexes. As the frequency increases, the vestibulo-ocular reflexes

assume a predominant role. In normal human activity, the higher frequencies of relative

motion are due to head and body motion, where the vestibular system can provide a

suitable stimulus for the gaze stabilisation reflexes.

The eye movement resulting from the vestibulo-ocular reflex is compensatory, that is,

it adjusts the angular position of the eye to compensate for changes in angular position

of the head, preventing slippage of the retinal image over the retina. Because the amount

of angular deviation of the eye is physically limited, rapid movements of the eyes in the

direction opposite to the compensatory motion are employed to return the eye to its

initial position or to advance it to a position from which it can sustain a compensatory

sweep for a suitable length of time. Due to their very high angular velocity, the rapid eye

movements of the vestibulo-ocular reflex are not perceived as motion.

Many everyday behaviours give evidence of the interaction of the visual and vestibular

system. The sensation of vertigo occurs when the visual stimulus conflicts with the

vestibular information. Looking down from a high cliff one tends to sway so as to obtain

a visual stimulus, but since the viewed scene is very far away, even large amplitude

movements fail to provide any visual stimulus. But the large swaying motion will trigger

the vestibular system, giving an alarm that the body if out of balance. This is further

evidence that the visual system has a predominant role in spatial orientation.

Another example is the fact that figure skaters when spinning keep the head and eyes

fixed, and perform a rapid rotation of the head, halfway through the body rotation. This
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way the endolymph in the semicircular canals will not be set in motion along with the

body rotation, preventing dizziness when the rotation stops and enabling the skater to

keep a good spatial orientation.

Motion sickness is yet another example, it occurs when we experience strong vestibular

stimulus without the corresponding visual cues, such as when sitting in the back seat of

a car along a winding road. The sickness itself is triggered by the fact that the body

attributes the conflicting stimulus to some kind of poisoning, and empties the stomach as

a defensive measure.

Human sense of motion is derived from two main factors: the contribution of the

vestibular system and retinal visual flow. Visual and vestibular information are integrated

at very basic neural levels. The inertial information enhances the performance of the

vision system in tasks such as gaze stabilisation, and the visual cues aid the spatial

orientation and body equilibrium. While this is usually beneficial, when the vestibular

system response is surpassed, such as in a maneuvering fighter airplane, the resulting

spatial disorientation is difficult or impossible to correct by higher-level neural processing.

1.2.3 Performance of Human Inertial Sensors

It is important to have some idea of the performance of the human inertial sensors to better

evaluate the suitability of inertial sensors in some robotic applications. But measuring

the actual vestibular perceptual thresholds is difficult; they are determined by many

factors such as mental concentration, fatigue, other stimulus capturing the attention, and

vary from person to person [Gillingham1996]. Reasonable threshold values for perception

of angular acceleration are 0.14, 0.5 and 0.5 deg .s−2 for yaw, roll, and pitch motions,

respectively. A 1.5 deg change in direction of applied gravity force is perceptible by

the otolith organs under ideal conditions. Values of 0.01 g for vertical and 0.006 g for

horizontal acceleration are appropriate representative thresholds for perceptible intensity

of linear acceleration. These are valid for sustained and relatively low frequency stimulus.

These performances are not suitable for stand alone inertial navigation, but combined

with vision cues they contribute to human spatial orientation and body equilibrium. The

inertial cues enhance the performance of the vision system in gaze stabilisation, tracking
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and visual navigation.

The currently available low cost inertial sensors, accelerometers and gyroscopes, are

capable of similar performances [Lobo2002MSc]. Notice that gyroscopes measure angular

velocity and not angular acceleration.

1.3 Our Work

In this work we try to set a common framework for research into the integration of

inertial sensor data in computer vision systems, identify the main issues and overview all

the different aspects of combining the two sensing modalities.

Inertial sensors coupled to cameras can provide valuable data about camera ego-motion

and how world features are expected to be oriented. Object recognition and tracking

benefits from both static and inertial information. Several human vision tasks rely on the

inertial data provided by the vestibular system. Artificial systems should also exploit this

sensor fusion.

In our work we explored some of the benefits of combining the two sensing modalities,

and how gravity can be used as a vertical reference. In [Lobo2002MSc] an overview of

the current inertial sensor technology was given, focusing on low cost sensors suitable

for robotic applications, and results using the inertial vertical reference in vision systems

presented. In [Lobo2003PAMI] a framework is set for vision and inertial sensor coopera-

tion. The use of gravity as a vertical reference is explored, enabling camera focal distance

calibration with a single vanishing point, vertical line segmentation, and ground plane

segmentation. In [Lobo2003JRAS] world vertical feature detection and 3D mapping is

presented. In [Lobo2004JRS] we continue to explore the use of inertial data in vision

systems, and present a method for fast alignment and segmentation of depth maps ob-

tained from correlation based stereovision. In [Lobo2005InerVis] we focus on how the two

sensors can be cross-calibrated so that they can be used in static and dynamic situations.

In this thesis we report our results on the use of inertial data in vision systems, and

try to set a common framework, identify the main issues and overview all the different

aspects of combining the two sensing modalities.
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The inertial and vision sensor models are presented, and the relationship between

them analysed. Calibration is studied in more detail, exploring the synergies of combined

cross-calibration, presenting a simple calibration procedure.

In vision based systems used in mobile robotics, the perception of self-motion and

structure of the environment is essential. Inertial sensors can provide valuable data about

camera ego-motion, as well as absolute references for structure feature orientations.

We explore the use of the inertial vertical reference provided by gravity in robotics

vision systems. Knowing the geometry of a stereo rig, and its pose from the inertial

sensors, the collineation of level planes can be recovered, providing enough restrictions to

segment and reconstruct 3D vertical features and levelled planar patches.

To perform independent motion segmentation for a moving robotic observer we ex-

plored the fusion of optical flow and stereo techniques with data from the inertial and

magnetic sensors. The magnetic sensor complement the vertical reference to provide

an absolute 3D rotation reference. A depth map registration and motion segmentation

method is proposed, and experimental results of stereo depth flow segmentation obtained

from a moving observer are presented.

To summarise, the key contributions are:

• a common framework for inertial-vision sensor integration;

• calibration methods for integrated inertial and vision systems;

• vertical feature segmentation and 3D mapping;

• ground plane segmentation;

• 3D depth map registration;

• independent motion segmentation.

The implemented calibration methods are made available to the public domain in the

InerVis Matlab Toolbox [Lobo2006], see appendix C.

Ongoing work is being done taking a biomimetic approach, i.e., to try to mimic the way

biological systems fuse multimodal data based on neurological and psychophysical studies,

going beyond the bioinspired use of inertial cues in vision systems [Lobo2006ICVW].
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1.4 An Overview of Related Work

Integration of visual and inertial sensing modalities offer new application directions in

robotics. It can lead to robust solutions for image segmentation and 3D structure re-

covery from images. It can improve estimation of ego-motion of an autonomous system

in several important cases like navigation, surveillance, 3D human-computer interaction.

The advantages of integrating the two sensing modalities in robotic applications are based

on the complementary characteristics of cameras and inertial sensors.

The benefits of combining the two sensing modalities have been reported by the re-

searcher community on different applications and domains.

Neurological Studies

To better exploit the benefits of combining the two sensing modalities in artificial

systems, a clear understanding of biological systems is important. Vestibular information

is necessary not only for vestibular reflexes but also in various cognitive functions for our

adequate behaviour in three-dimensional space. In [Fukushima1997] the regions of the

cerebral cortex where vestibular information is represented is investigated. Perception

and action influence each other [Hurley2001], making some biological highly coupled and

complex, from which direct models for sensor fusion are not easily derived. In [Leone1998]

and [Angelaki1999] the role of gravity in visual perception and how the brain deals with the

ambiguity between inclination and body acceleration is investigated. In [Harris2000] and

[Reymond2002] the motion perception inferred from visuo-vestibular cues is studied. The

perceived relative motion is important for posture control [Kelly2005]. Taking advantage

of improved brain imaging techniques, a better understanding of the visual motion and

self-movement interactions has been pursued [Beer2002] [Previc2000].

Computer vision

In [Vieville1989] the use inertial sensors in computer vision applications was proposed,

further works studied the cooperation of the inertial and visual systems in mobile robot

navigation by using the vertical cue, rectifying images and improving self-motion estima-

tion for 3D structure reconstruction [Vieville1990] [Vieville1993IROS] [Vieville1993ICCV]

[Vieville1995] [Vieville1997]
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Hardware and sensors

Inertial sensors technology has been steadily improving [Yazdi1998] [Barbour2001],

enabling new integrated vision and inertial devices [Chalimbaud2005], and also the devel-

opment of vestibular prostheses for human patients [Wall2003].

Visual Motion and Gaze Control

Comparison of camera rotation estimate given by image optical flow with output from

a low cost gyroscope was done for gaze stabilisation of a rotating camera [Panerai1998].

In [Panerai2000] the integration of inertial and visual information in binocular vision

systems was studied. In [Panerai2002] the integration of optical flow with inertial sensing

is applied to learning of visual stabilisation reflexes in robots with moving eyes. More

recently, a high speed gaze control system based on the Vestibulo-Ocular Reflex has been

proposed [Viollet2005].

Pose Estimation

A gyroscope sensor was used to discriminate rotation and translation effects on the

image and improve the accuracy of 3D shape recovery [Mukai2000]. In [Kurazume2000]

inertial sensors are used for image stabilisation and attitude estimation of remote legged

robots. In [Rehbinder2003] pose estimation is done using line-based dynamic vision and

inertial sensors. In [Grimm2004] the pose of an ergonomic pen-like human-computer

interface is tracked in real time using vision and a set of accelerometers.

Virtual and Augmented Reality

Virtual reality applications have always required user motion sensors. Augmented re-

ality, where virtual reality is overlaid onto a realtime view, is particularly sensitive to any

mismatch between real and estimated user motion. Precise user attitude and translation

can be obtained with serval sensor suits, using external vision and specific markers, radio

transponders, ultrasound beacons, laser beacons, etc. Aiming for low cost self contained

systems, MEMs inertial sensors are being used in combination with computer vision tech-

niques. The ultimate goal is to have a visuo-inertial tracker that can operate in arbitrary

unprepared environments relying on natural features, suitable for augmented reality ap-

plications. In [You2001] a two-channel complementary motion extended Kalman filter
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is used to combine the low-frequency stability of vision sensors with the high-frequency

tracking of gyroscope sensors, hence, achieving stable static and dynamic six-degree-of-

freedom pose tracking. Augmented reality systems rely on hybrid trackers to successfully

fuse real time imagery with dynamic 3D model [Lang2002] [Neumann2003] [Jiang2004].

Hybrid Trackers

Many hybrid self-trackers based on inertial and vision sensors have been proposed

[Hoff1996] [Azuma1999] [Chai2002] [Naimark2002] [Foxlin2003VR] [Ribo2004JRS] [Hogue2004]

[Alenya2004JRS] [Klein2004]. The vision tracking relies on either specific targets, line

contours or more demanding natural landmarks, and both visual and inertial estimators

interact to produce a hybrid tracker. Some commercial hybrid self-tracker systems are

being prepared [Foxlin2003VR] [Foxlin2004].

Autonomous Vehicles and Navigation

Vision systems for automated vehicles have also incorporated inertial sensors exploring

the benefits of visuo-inertial tracking, in automobiles [Dickmanns1998] [Goldbeck2000],

agricultural vehicles [Hague2000], robotic helicopters [Muratet2005] [Corke2004JRS] and

other airborne vehicles [Nygards2004JRS] [Graovac2004JRS].

Navigation systems, for which inertial sensors were first developed, also benefit from vi-

sual cue integration [Goedeme2004JRS] [Stratmann2004JRS] [Roumeliotis2002] [Diel2005].

Structure and Motion

Structure from motion is a well studied computer vision problem where the integration

of inertial sensors can reduce ambiguities and improve robustness [Qian2001] [Qian2002].

The dual problem of motion estimation from observed structure long been pursued, and

recent work explores the complementarity of inertial and visual sensing for motion esti-

mation [Jung2001] [Strelow2002] [Strelow2003] [Chroust2004JRS] [Chen2004].

1.5 Overview of the Thesis

In the next chapter we will present the basic entities and sensor models used, establishing

the basic data obtainable from the camera sensor and from the inertial sensors. Chapter 3
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establishes the relationship between camera and inertial data. There is a close relationship

between inertial and visual sensing, both in static and dynamic situations. In this chapter

we will explore this data relationship, setting the framework for the applications described

in the following chapters. The following chapter focuses on sensor calibration and how

cameras and inertial sensors can be cross-calibrated so that they can be used in static and

dynamic situations. Simulation and real data results are presented to show the validity

and simple requirements of the proposed calibration methods. Chapter 5 presents the use

of inertial sensed gravity as a vertical reference for monocular and stereo vision systems,

establishing an artificial horizon, enabling segmentation of vertical features, providing

restrictions for stereo correspondence of ground plane points and 3D vertical features, and

alignment of stereo depth maps with ground segmentation. The next chapter presents a

depth map registration and motion segmentation method. Experimental results of stereo

depth flow segmentation obtained from a moving observer are presented. The presented

work and results are discussed in the last chapter, drawing some conclusions and proposing

future work. Appendices provide a summary of the notation used, present the InerVis

WebIndex, a web site created to support the research in this field, InerVis workshops

we organised, and the InerVis Matlab Toolbox created to make available the calibration

methods presented in this work.
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Chapter 2

Vision and Inertial Sensor Models

In this chapter we will present the basic entities and sensor models used. It is important

to define the basic data obtainable from the camera sensor and from the inertial sensors,

accelerometers and gyroscopes. We start with a brief introduction on inertial sensors

and the current MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems) low cost sensors that enable

inertial sensor integration in artificial vision systems. Appendix A provides a summary

of the mathematical notation used.

2.1 Inertial Sensors

Gyroscopes and accelerometers are known as inertial sensors since they exploit the prop-

erty of inertia, i.e., resistance to a change in momentum, to sense angular motion in the

case of the gyro, and changes in linear motion in the case of the accelerometer. Incli-

nometers are also inertial sensors and measure the orientation of the acceleration vector.

From inertial measurements one can only determine an estimate for linear acceleration

and angular velocity. Linear velocity and position, and angular position, can be obtained

by integration. Inertial navigation systems (INS) implement this process of obtaining

velocity and position information from inertial sensor measurements [Lawrence1998]. In-

ternal sensing using inertial sensors is not dependent on any external references, except

for the gravity field, which does provide an external reference.

Inertial sensors have long been used for navigation in aerospace and naval applications.

15
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Over the last fifteen years, the electronic and silicon micromachining development, pushed

by the needs of the automotive industry, brought about low cost, batch fabricated, silicon

sensors [Yazdi1998].

The improvement of surface and bulk micromachining fabrication methods, sensor

designs, along with integrated electronics, has produced sensors better performing sensors.

This development has enabled many new applications for MEMS inertial sensors,

such as vehicle security systems, sports training devices, computer peripherals, and many

other applications where shock, vibration, rotation or tilt sensing is relevant. Single chip

inertial systems to be integrated in inertial aided GPS personal navigation systems are

being developed [Allen1998].

There are presently three main types of micromachined low cost accelerometers. These

are the capacitive, piezoelectric and piezoresistive types. The piezoelectric sensors have a

large dynamic range but no DC response, making them unsuitable for inertial navigation

systems. In the piezoresistive sensors the acceleration causes a sensing mass to move

with respect to a frame, creating stress in a piezoresistor, which changes its resistor

value. The capacitive sensors rely on the displacement of capacitive plates due to the

acceleration, creating a mismatch in the capacitive coupling. Piezoresistive sensors require

bulk micromachining, but capacitive sensors can be surface micromachined providing

lower cost sensors will full signal conditioning electronics.

Figure 2.1a shows a dual axis capacitive force balanced accelerometer. In November

2005, Analog Devices introduced the new ADXL330, a 3-axis MEMS accelerometer. Im-

provement in design and fabrication methods has enabled this low cost, low profile, low

power device aiming the vast market of hand-held electronics. A mobile phone with such

a sensor can have enhanced data entry and display control, situational awareness and

power management.

MEMS gyroscopes have also been implemented, the basic principle of MEMS Vibrating

Structure Gyroscopes (VSG) is producing radial linear motion and measuring the Coriolis

effect induced by rotation. If a sensing element is made to vibrate in a certain direction,

say along the x-axis, rotating the sensor around the z-axis will produce vibration in the

y direction with the same frequency. The amplitude of this vibration is determined by

the rotation rate. The geometry used takes into account, amongst other factors, the
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a) b)

Figure 2.1: a) ADXL202 dual axis 2g capacitive force balanced accelerometer; b)
ADXRS150 vibrating structure angular rate sensor; [AnalogDevices].

cancelling out of unwanted accelerations. In October 2002, Analog Devices introduced a

MEMS gyroscope (fig.2.1b) with integrated signal processing electronics in a single piece

of silicon [AnalogDevices].

The development of MEMS inertial sensors has shown a steady improvement, perfor-

mance of micromachined gyroscopes has improved by a factor of ten every two years since

1991 [Yazdi1998]. A three-axis µ− g capacitive accelerometer has been implemented in a

single chip hybrid module [Chae2005].

A more detailed overview of micromachined inertial sensors is provided in [Yazdi1998]

and [Lobo2002MSc]. In [Barbour2001][Barbour1999] the technology trends in inertial

sensors is overviewed, where MEMS sensors show a potential for improvement and growth

of applications compared to the high maturity level of other inertial sensor technology.

Optical MEMS sensors have been under development for some time, but the small size has

limited the successful implementation of these MOEMS (Micro Optical Electromechanical

Systems) [Barbour2001]. Currently the technology to make a very small inertial grade

gyro and accelerometer does not exist, however interferometric MOEM accelerometer

and resonator gyro are expected to meet inertial grade performance for future inertial

measurement units [Nayak2005]. Capacitive accelerometer technology is expected to meet

medium grade applications, with micro machined accelerometers based on piezoresistive

sensing still playing an important role for low cost and moderate performance applications

[Nayak2005].
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2.2 Data from Inertial Sensors

Inertial sensors provide direct measurements of angular velocity ω and linear acceleration

a. The next table shows the derived quantities that can be obtained by integration or

derivation of the measurements from the inertial measuring unit (IMU).

Table 2.1: Data from Inertial Sensors

d
dt

angular acceleration ϕ = θ̈
rate of linear acceleration (jerk) j = ȧ =

...
x

angular velocity ω = θ̇
linear acceleration + gravity a + g = ẍ + g∫

dt
angular position (attitude) θ

linear velocity v = ẋ∫∫
dt position x

2.2.1 Vertical Reference from Gravity

The measurements a taken by the accelerometers in an inertial unit include the sensed

gravity vector g summed with the body’s acceleration ab:

a = −g + ab (2.1)

Notice that the accelerometer will measure the reactive (upward) force to gravity. As-

suming the system is motionless, then ab = 0 and the measured acceleration a gives

the gravity vector in the system’s frame of reference. So, with ax,ay and az being the

accelerometer measurements along each axis, the vertical unit vector will be given by

n̂ =


nx

ny

nz

 = − g

‖g‖
=

1√
a2

x + a2
y + a2

z


ax

ay

az

 (2.2)
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2.2.2 Inertial Navigation

At the most basic level, an inertial system simply performs a double integration of sensed

acceleration over time to estimate position. Assuming a set of accelerometers measuring

acceleration along three orthogonal axis we have

x =

∫
.
x dt =

∫ ∫
..
x dt =

∫ ∫
asenseddt (2.3)

where x is the position,
.
x the velocity, and

..
x the acceleration vectors.

But if body rotations occur, they must be taken into account. The measured accelera-

tions are given in the body frame of reference, initially aligned with the navigation frame

of reference. In gimballed systems the accelerometers are kept in alignment with the nav-

igation frame of reference, using the gyros to servo a stabilised platform. In strapdown

systems the gyros measure the body rotation rate, and the sensed accelerations are com-

putationally converted to the navigation frame of reference. The strapdown system has

an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) with 3D orthogonal sets of accelerometers and rate

gyroscopes. Fig. 2.2 shows a block diagram of a strapdown inertial navigation system.

low pass 
gravity 

detector filter

body rotation 
quaternion 

update

Rotation
drift reset

A/D

accelerometers

convert to 
navigation 

frame of ref.
gravity 

correction 
update

attitude

position

velocity

∫dt

A/D

gyros

∫dt

Figure 2.2: Simplified Strapdown Inertial Navigation System

The mechanisation of this rigid body angular motion has to account for the non-

commutativity of finite rotations, mathematical singularities and numerical instability.

Shuster discusses the various derivations for the rotation vector [Shuster1993] and Savage

presents a complete mechanisation using quaternions [Savage1984].
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Strap-down systems based on MEMs low-cost inertial sensors offer low performance.

To cope with the accumulated drift, some assumptions can be made on the systems’s

dynamics. If the norm of the sensed acceleration is about 9.8 m.s−2 then we can assume

that the accelerometers only measure g, and the attitude can be directly determined, and

reset the accumulated drift in the attitude computation. Assuming pure vibrationless

rotations never occur, we could also adjust the gyro offset, since they tend do drift with

time and temperature. A low threshold can also be applied to the system, assuming

that the system never accelerates or rotates below a certain value, preventing the error

accumulation in the rotation update and position integration.

2.2.3 Rotation Update

By performing the rotation update using the IMU gyro data, gravity can be separated

from the sensed acceleration.

Quaternions provide a convenient representation for 3D rotations. Quaternion algebra

was developed by W. R. Hamilton in the nineteenth century as an extension of imaginary

numbers to higher dimensions. A quaternion q̊ can be written as

q̊ = q0 + q1i + q2j + q3k = (q0,q) (2.4)

where q1, q2 and q3 are the components of the imaginary or vector part q of the quaternion,

i, j and k are quaternion vector operators, analogous to unit vectors along orthogonal coor-

dinate axes, and q0 is the scalar part. The quaternion vector operators, which correspond

to the i in complex numbers, are all square roots of −1.

The magnitude of a quaternion is defined as

‖q̊‖ =
√

q2
0 + q2

1 + q2
2 + q2

3 (2.5)

The complex conjugate q̊∗ of quaternion q̊ is given by

q̊∗ = q0 − q1i− q2j− q3k = (q0,−q) (2.6)

and the inverse q̊−1
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q̊−1 =
1

q̊
=

q̊∗

q̊q̊∗
(2.7)

for unit quaternions, i.e. ‖q̊‖ = 1, q̊q̊∗ = 1 and the inverse is the conjugate, q̊−1 = q̊∗.

Vectors can be represented by purely imaginary quaternions. A point in space given

by the vector p can be represented by the quaternion p̊ = (0,p). In our notation, when

multiplying vectors with quaternions, the corresponding imaginary quaternion is assumed.

Unit quaternions can be used to represent rotations. The rotation φ about a unit

vector u is given by the unit quaternion

q̊ = cos
φ

2
+ sin

φ

2
u (2.8)

and the rotation update for a space point p is given by

protated = q̊pq̊−1 = q̊pq̊∗ (2.9)

If the quaternion q̊ (k) represents the body rotation relative to the navigation frame at

sample interval k, then the body accelerations can by converted to the navigation frame

of reference by

anav = q̊ (k) abody q̊ (k)∗ (2.10)

The set of orthogonal gyros provide a measurement of the body rotation rate vector

given by

ω =
[

ωx ωy ωz

]T
(2.11)

and ‖ω‖ =
√

ω2
x + ω2

y + ω2
z gives the magnitude of the rotation rate and ω

‖ω‖ the unit

vector around which the rotation occurs. The rotation increment during a sampling

interval ∆t is given by the quaternion

∆q̊ = cos

(
ω∆t

2

)
− sin

(
ω∆t

2

)
ω

‖ω‖
(2.12)

provided that ‖ω‖ 6= 0. The quaternion q̊ (k), that represents the body rotation relative

to the navigation frame at sample interval k, can now be updated by
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q̊ (k + 1) = q̊ (k) ∆q̊ (2.13)

and using equation 2.10 the measured body accelerations are converted to the navigation

frame, the gravity component is removed, and integration provides body velocity and

position in the navigation frame.

2.3 Data from Camera Sensor

Cameras can be seen as ray direction measuring devices. The pinhole camera model

considers one center of projection, where all rays originated from world points converge.

The image will be equivalent to a plane cutting that pencil of rays, projecting images of

world points onto a plane.

If we consider a unit sphere around the optical center we can model the images as

being formed on its surface. Using the unit sphere gives an interesting model for central

perspective and provides an intuitive visualisation of projective geometry [Kanatani1993]

[Stolfi1991]. It also has numerical advantages when considering points at infinity, such as

vanishing points. With the spherical model, data from different camera configurations,

such as omnidirectional images from catadioptric mirrors or several cameras with a com-

mon center of projection, can be incorporated into a unified model, with better spacial

observability.

2.3.1 Planar Perspective Model

In the pinhole camera model, shown in fig.2.3, a projection point pi = (u, v)T in the

camera image is related with a 3D point P = (X, Y, Z)T by the perspective relations

u = Suf
X

Z
+ u0 v = Svf

Y

Z
+ v0 (2.14)

where u and v are the pixel coordinates, with the image center given by (u0, v0)
T, f is

the camera focal distance, Su and Sv are the scale factors associated with the physical
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dimensions of the light sensor picture elements (pixels), and P is expressed in the camera

frame of reference.

real inverted image plane

projection
center of

mathematical image planeobject

focal distance

Y

Z

v

u
v

u

X

P

p

Figure 2.3: Camera perspective projection.

This camera model ignores lens distortion and assumes there is no skew. Assuming

that image acquisition maintains square pixel ratio, we can rewrite the above equation as

u = f
X

Z
v = f

Y

Z
(2.15)

where u and v are the pixel coordinates with origin at the image center and f is the

camera effective focal distance (i.e., includes the pixel scale factor). This can be written

as a projective mapping, up to scale factor s as

spi =


su

sv

s

 = C
[

I 0
]
P =


f 0 0

0 f 0

0 0 1




1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0




X

Y

Z

1

 (2.16)

If the 3D point P = (X, Y, Z)T was not given in the camera’s frame of reference,
[

I 0
]

in the above equation would become
[

R t
]

to take into account the rotation R and

translation t to the cameras frame of reference, i.e., the camera’s extrinsic parameters.

Matrix C represents a simplified model of the camera’s intrinsic parameters.

The scale factor is arbitrary, and reflects the fact that only the projective ray for each

image point is know, and the image plane can be scaled by any non zero s. Since only the
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orientation of the projective ray is known, any representation of that orientation is valid.

Representing image points by the associated unit vector of their projective ray leads to

the unit sphere model presented in the next section.

2.3.2 Unit Sphere Model

If we consider the intersection of projective rays with a unit sphere around the optical

center we can model the images as being formed on its surface. The image plane can be

seen as a plane tangent to a sphere of radius f , the camera’s focal distance, concentric

with the unit sphere, as shown in fig. 2.4.

f

image plane

p
c

m
c

n

P
1

optical axis

p
1

m
1

Figure 2.4: Point projection onto Unit Sphere.

Image Points

A world point Pi will project on the image plane as pi and can be represented by the

unit vector mi placed at the sphere’s center, the optical center of the camera, as shown

in fig. 2.4. With image centered coordinates pi = (ui, vi) we have

Pi → mi =
Pi

‖Pi‖
=

1√
x2

i + y2
i + f 2


ui

vi

f

 (2.17)

Note that m = (m1, m2, m3)
T is a unit vector and the projection is not defined for

P = (0, 0, 0)T. Projection onto the unit sphere is related to projection onto a plane by
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(u, v)T =

(
f

m1

m3

, f
m2

m3

)T

(2.18)

Given f , the projection to a sphere can be computed from the projection to a plane and

conversely. To avoid ambiguity m3 is forced to be positive, so that only points on the

image side hemisphere are considered.

Image Lines

Image lines can also be represented in a similar way. Any image line defines a plane with

the center of projection, as shown in fig. 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Line projection onto Unit Sphere.

A vector n normal to this plane uniquely defines the image line and can be used to

represent the line. For a given image line ax + by + c = 0, the unit vector is given by

n =
1√

a2 + b2 + (c/f)2


a

b

c/f

 (2.19)

We can write the unit vector of an image line with points m1 and m2 as

n = m1 ×m2 (2.20)

Vanishing Points

Since the perspective projection maps a 3D world onto a plane or planar surface, phenom-

ena that only occur at infinity will project to very finite locations in the image. Parallel
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lines only meet at infinity, but in the image plane, the point where they meet can be quite

visible and is called the vanishing point of that set of parallel lines.

A space line with the orientation of an unit vector m has, when projected, a vanishing

point with unit sphere vector ±m, as shown in fig. 2.6. Since the vanishing point is only

determined by the 3D orientation of the space line, projections of parallel space lines

intersect at a common vanishing point.

m

n
1

n
2

L
2
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1
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lines

line direction

Figure 2.6: Vanishing point of a set of 3D parallel lines.

As seen in fig. 2.6, the normals to the line projection planes will all lie in the same

plane, orthogonal to the vanishing point m.

The vanishing point of a set of 3D parallel lines with image lines n1 and n2 is given

by

m = n1 × n2 (2.21)

2.4 Summary/Conclusions

The current MEMS low cost sensors enable inertial sensor integration in artificial vision

systems. We presented the basic data obtainable from the camera sensor and from the

inertial sensor. Appendix A provides a summary of the mathematical notation used.



Chapter 3

Camera and Inertial Data

Relationship

Inertial and vision are two distinct sensing modalities, but when both observe the world,

their data has some interesting relationships. Inertial sensors coupled to cameras can

provide valuable data about camera ego-motion and how world features are expected to

be oriented. These pose and motion parameters can also be inferred from the image flow

and known scene features. In this chapter we will explore this data relationship, setting

the framework for the applications described in the following chapters.

3.1 Camera Attitude and Static Inertial Cues

How does gravity show up in the camera?

A static camera is capable of observing one important inertial cue: gravity. The

vertical vanishing point of any vertical world features defines the gravity reference for the

camera. The image horizon line in another cue for camera attitude. The path of objects

in free fall or ballistic motion also provide a vertical reference.

Figure 3.1 depicts some of these visual gravity cues. With some prior knowledge about

expected scene features, the visual gravity cues can be detected and a vertical reference

defined for the camera.

27
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n
c

Figure 3.1: Gravity cues in the camera captured image.

3.1.1 Vanishing Point of Vertical Lines

As we saw in the previous chapter, parallel lines in the world define vanishing points in

the image plane, than can be easily represented i the unit sphere model. Figure 3.2 shows

how a set of vertical lines, which are near parallel in the image plane, define a unit sphere

vector for the vertical.

Figure 3.2: Vertical reference from vanishing point of a set of 3D vertical lines.

As seen in fig. 3.3, at set of 3D vertical lines will define normals to the line projection

planes within same plane horizontal plane, orthogonal to the vertical vanishing point.

The vanishing point of a set of 3D vertical lines with image lines n1 and n2 is given
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Figure 3.3: Vertical reference orthogonal to vertical line projection plane normals.

by

mv = n1 × n2 (3.1)

The vertical reference n̂ corresponds to the north pole of the unit sphere. A set of

world vertical features will project to image lines ni with a common vanishing point

mvp = n̂.

With appropriate vertical line detection, mv provides a vertical reference in the camera

frame of reference. Alternatively, detecting sets of horizontal parallel lines, or the image

horizon, leads to the same vertical reference, providing a common point with static inertial

sensors that only detect gravity.

3.1.2 Horizon Line

Figure 3.4 shows how a set of parallel lines that define a vanishing point that belong to

the horizon line.

The horizon line can be found by having two distinct vanishing points of a levelled

plane as seen in figure 3.5. Knowing the vertical in the camera’s referential and the focal

distance, an artificial horizon line also can also be traced with a single vanishing point.

A planar surface with a unit normal vector n̂, not parallel to the image plane has, when

projected, a vanishing line given by

nxu + nyv + nzf = 0 (3.2)
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Figure 3.4: Vanishing point of a set of 3D parallel horizontal lines.

Figure 3.5: Vanishing points of two sets of 3D parallel horizontal lines defining the horizon
line.

where f is the focal distance, u and v image coordinates and n̂ = (nx, ny, nz)
T. Since the

vanishing line is determined alone by the orientation of the planar surface, the horizon

line is the vanishing line of all levelled planes, parallel to the ground plane.

3.2 Camera and Motion

How does linear and angular motion show up in the camera?

A moving camera is capable of observing important ego-motion cues. The extent to

which they are useful will depend on the visual sensor response time, and the a priori

knowledge about the observed scene and its structure. Taking into account successive
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image frames, image patterns will change due to scene or camera motion. Even a single

frame blurred image can provide a motion cue.

3.2.1 Ego Motion and Spherical Motion Field

When the camera sensor moves relative to the observed scene, image features will have a

corresponding motion across the image.

3D point

P

rotation 
axis

ω

m’

m

∆m

Relative motion of 
projective ray

Figure 3.6: Projected unit sphere point motion with camera pure rotation.

If the camera experiences a pure rotation ω, the fixed world Pi given in the camera

referential will have a motion vector given by

Ṗ i = −ω × Pi (3.3)

as shown in fig. 3.6. The world point after the rotation P ′
i is given by Pi − ω × Pi. The

unit sphere point after the rotation m′
i is given by

m′
i =

Pi − ω × Pi

‖Pi − ω × Pi‖
= mi − ω ×mi (3.4)

Since the rotation is centered in the camera projective center, the induced image motion

does not depend on the 3D point depth.
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Figure 3.7: Projected unit sphere point motion with camera translation.

If the camera experiences both rotation ω and translation t the fixed world Pi given

in the camera referential will have a motion vector given by

Ṗ i = −t− ω × Pi (3.5)

as shown in fig. 3.7. Projecting onto the unit sphere as before, the motion field on the

unit sphere ṁi is given by

ṁi =
1

‖Pi‖
((t.mi)mi − t)− ω ×mi (3.6)

This equation describes the velocity vector ṁi for a given unit sphere point mi as a

function of camera ego motion (t, ω) and depth ‖Pi‖.

3.2.2 Image Focus of Expansion and Contraction

When the camera is moving with linear velocity t and not rotating, from (3.6) we see that

the image point

mFOE =
t

‖t‖
(3.7)

will have no motion, i.e., ṁFOE = 0, and all others will be expanding or contracting to

this point. This point is known as the the image focus of expansion (FOE). When the
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system is also rotating, the FOE will have depth independent velocity

ṁFOE = −ω ×mFOE = −ω × t

‖t‖
(3.8)

3.2.3 Image Center of Rotation

When the camera is moving with angular velocity t and no linear translation, from (3.6)

we see that the image point

mCOR =
ω

‖ω‖
(3.9)

will have no motion, i.e., ṁCOR = 0, and all others will be rotating around this point.

This point is known as the the image center of rotation (COR). When the system is also

translating at velocity t, the COR will have depth dependent velocity

ṁCOR =
1

‖PFOE‖
((t.mCOR)mCOR − t) (3.10)

where PFOE in the 3D point in view along the image ray given by mCOR.

The definition of the FOE and COR can be useful during visual based navigation

tasks.

3.2.4 Optical Flow

Optical flow is the apparent motion of brightness patterns in the image. Generally, optical

flow corresponds to the motion field, but not always. Shading, changing lighting and some

texture patterns might induce optical field different from the motion field. However since

what can be observed is the optical field, the assumption is made that optical flow field

provides a good estimate for the true projected motion field.

Optical flow computation can be made in a dense way, by estimating motion vectors

for every image pixel, or feature based, estimating motion parameters only for matched

features.

To compute spherical optical flow, the sensed image could be re-sampled onto the

sphere surface, but this would introduce unwelcome artifacts. A better approach is to

perform the optical flow computation in the sensed image domain and map the optical

flow field to the unit sphere using the Jacobian of the transformation [Gluckman1998].
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Representing the pixel intensity in the planar image sequence by I(u, v, t), where

(u, v)T are image centered pixel coordinates at time t, and the velocity of an image pixel

p as vp = ṗ = (du
dt

dt, du
dt

dt)T, the brightness constancy constraint says that the projection

of a world point has a constant intensity over a short interval of time, i.e., assuming that

the pixel intensity or brightness is constant during dt, we have

I(u +
du

dt
dt, v +

dv

dt
dt, t + dt) = I(u, v, t) (3.11)

If the brightness changes smoothly with u, v and t, we can expand the left-hand-side by

Taylor series to

I(v, u, t) +
∂I

∂u

du

dt
dt +

∂I

∂v

dv

dt
dt +

∂I

∂t
dt + O(dt2) = I(u, v, t) (3.12)

ignoring the higher order terms we have

∂I

∂x

du

dt
dt +

∂I

∂y

dv

dt
dt +

∂I

∂t
dt = 0 (3.13)

i.e.,

∇I · vp +
∂I

∂t
dt = 0 (3.14)

where ∇I is the image gradient at pixel p. These spatial and time derivatives can be

estimated using a convolution kernel on the image frames.

But for each pixel we only have one constraint equation, and two unknowns. Only the

normal flow can be determined, i.e., the flow along the direction of image gradient. The

flow on the tangent direction of an isointensity contour can not be estimated. This is the

so called aperture problem. To determine optical flow uniquely additional constraints are

needed.

The problem is that a single pixel cannot be tracked, unless it has a distinctive bright-

ness with respect to all of its neighbours. If a local window of pixels is used, a local

constraint can be added, i.e., single pixels will not be tracked, but windows of pixels

instead.

Barron et al. [Barron1994] present a quantitative evaluation of optical flow techniques,

including the Lucas-Kanade method, that uses local consistency to overcome the aperture
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problem [Lucas1981]. The assumption is made that a constant model can be used to

describe the optical flow in a small window.

The assumption is made that a constant model can be used to describe the optical

flow in a small window Ω. A weighted least-squares fit of all local first-order brightness

constraints (3.14) is made to this constant vp, p ∈ Ω, by minimising

∑
p∈Ω

W 2(p)(∇I · vp +
∂I

∂t
)2 (3.15)

where W (p) is a window weighing function to favour the center pixels.

The optical flow for image pixel p is given by

vp = (ATW 2A)−1ATW 2b (3.16)

which is solved in closed from when ATW 2A is not singular. Taking into account the

numerical stability of the inverse, we can reject bad cases and obtain sparse optical flow.

The obtained sparse optical flow field on a planar image can be mapped to the

unit sphere using the Jacobian of the sensed image to spherical image mapping [Gluck-

man1998]. Considering the case of a planar image, we have to differentiate the unit sphere

coordinates m = (mx, my, mz)
T with respect to image coordinates p = (u, v)T to obtain

the Jacobian

J =



∂mx

∂u
∂mx

∂v

∂my

∂u

∂my

∂v

∂mz

∂u
∂mz

∂v


(3.17)

From the unit sphere projection (2.17) we get
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J =



1√
u2+v2+f2

1
v

u√
u2+v2+f2

1
u

v√
u2+v2+f2

1√
u2+v2+f2

1
u

f√
u2+v2+f2

1
v

f√
u2+v2+f2


(3.18)

The planar optical flow field vp is mapped to the spherical optical flow field vm by

vm =


∂mx

∂t
∂my

∂t
∂mz

∂t

 = Jvp = J

[
∂x
∂t
∂y
∂t

]
(3.19)

If a different image projection geometry is used, a different J must be considered.

3.3 Frames of Reference

When combining the two sensing modalities, the frame of reference in which sensor mea-

surements are made need to be taken into account. The sensor observed features, visual

or inertial, also have implicit or explicit frames of reference to be considered. Figure 6.1

shows the several frames of reference that can be defined. Considering a moving observer

with a visual and inertial sensors rigidly mounted, we have the camera {C}, IMU {I},
world aligned mobile system {N}, and world fixed {W} frames of reference. The gravity

field directly sensed by the inertial sensors, and indirectly from visual vertical features

by the camera, provide some external references that help in obtaining a world aligned

moving frame of reference, or navigation frame {N}, and after motion compensation the

world fixed {W} frame of reference.

3.4 Inertial Data in Camera Frame of Reference

The visual processing has to consider the motion parameters of the camera center of

projection. Since the inertial measurements performed by the inertial sensors are given in
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Figure 3.8: Camera {C}, IMU {I}, world aligned mobile system {N}, and world fixed
{W} frames of reference

the IMU frame of reference {I} and not in the camera frame of reference {C}, the rigid

body transformation between the two has to be taken into account. This transformation

can be expressed by the unit quaternion q̊ that rotates inertial measurements in the inertial

sensor frame of reference {I} to the camera frame of reference {C}, and translation vector

r. In the following sections the inertial sensed measurements are expressed in the camera

frame of reference.

3.4.1 Non-rotating Camera Linear Acceleration

If a rigid body has no angular velocity, any point within will have the same linear acceler-

ation. As shown in fig. 3.9, to report the inertial sensed acceleration to the camera center

of projection, i.e., to have Ca, we just apply the known rotation between the two frames

of reference, q̊, i.e.,

Ca = q̊ Ia q̊∗ (3.20)

where Ia is the sensed acceleration in the IMU frame of reference.
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Figure 3.9: Inertial sensed acceleration in non-rotating camera frame of reference.

Camera Gravity Vertical Reference

The gravity vertical reference, given in 2.2 for the IMU frame of reference {I}, is simply

given by

Cn̂ = q̊ In̂ q̊∗ (3.21)

3.4.2 Rotating Camera Angular Velocity

Any point of a rigid rotating body has the same angular velocity. As shown in fig. 3.10,

to obtain the camera angular velocity in the camera frame of reference, Cω, we again just

apply the known rotation between the two frames of reference:

Cω = q̊ Iω q̊∗ (3.22)

where Iω is the sensed angular velocity in the IMU frame of reference.

{C }
{I }

rigid body

ωrI

q&

ωrCωr

Figure 3.10: Inertial sensed angular velocity in camera frame of reference.
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However, the above formulation does not take into account the center of rotation. In

fig. 3.10 the center of rotation is shown to be within the rigid body, but it could be

anywhere. We can always model the rigid body motion as rotating about its center of

mass and experiencing centripetal acceleration with respect to the true center of rotation.

As we will see below, this adds some complexity when reporting inertial measurements

from one frame of reference to another.

3.4.3 Rotating Camera Linear Acceleration

If a rigid body has no angular velocity, any point within will have the same linear ac-

celeration. But if the rigid body is rotating about some axis, a centripetal acceleration,

proportional to the perpendicular distance to the rotation axis, will be added. As shown

in fig. 3.13, the linear acceleration of both camera and IMU will have a component due

to the rotation about some axis, so when reporting inertial sensor observations to the

camera frame of reference they must be taken into account, i.e.,

Ca = q̊ (Ia− Iac )̊q∗ + Cac (3.23)

where Iac is the IMU centripetal acceleration, and Cac the camera centripetal acceleration,

both relative to some rotation axis.
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Figure 3.11: Inertial sensed acceleration in rotating camera frame of reference.

The rotation axis must be fixed relative to an inertial frame of reference, i.e., a non-

accelerating non-rotating frame of reference. In other words, the inertial sensor measures

the centripetal acceleration relative to the true rotation axis, and not relative to say the

system center of mass, which would not be fixed relative to an inertial frame of reference.
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In general, centripetal acceleration ac at a point r with the origin on the rotation axis

is given by

ac = ω × vt = ω × (ω × r) (3.24)

where ω is the angular velocity and vt is the tangential velocity.

If we assume that the rotation axis goes through the camera center of projection, than

it will not have centripetal acceleration and its linear acceleration is given by

Ca = q̊ (Ia− Iac )̊q∗

= q̊ (Ia− Iω × (Iω × Ir) )̊q∗

= q̊ Ia q̊∗ + Cω × (Cω × Cr)

(3.25)

where Ir is the translation from the IMU to the camera in the IMU frame of reference,
Cr is the translation from the camera to the IMU in the camera frame of reference, and

q̊ Ir q̊∗ = −Cr.
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Figure 3.12: Inertial sensed acceleration in camera frame of reference, with rotation about
the camera.

If we assume that the rotation axis goes though the IMU center, than no centripetal

acceleration will be sensed, and the camera linear acceleration is given by

Ca = q̊ (Ia, )̊q∗ + Cac

= q̊ Ia q̊∗ + Cω × (Cω × (−Cr))

= q̊ Ia q̊∗ − Cω × (Cω × Cr)

(3.26)

From the above derivation, the knowledge of the rotation axis is crucial to describe

the absolute motion of all the points within a rigid body, i.e., the motion relative to an

inertial frame.
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Figure 3.13: Inertial sensed acceleration in camera frame of reference, with rotation about
the IMU.

Inertial navigation systems rely on the path taken from a known initial position to

report to an external reference. In other words, we might know how to describe the motion

of a point, and hence the whole rigid body, by integrating the measured acceleration at a

given point, linear plus centripetal, with the appropriate rotation update from the gyros.

But if the initial position is not known, we are not able to determine the rotation axis,

and correctly report centripetal acceleration to the camera.

Consider a rotating rigid body with distributed tri-axial accelerometers as shown in

fig. 3.14. Each sensor will measure a different resultant acceleration determined by its

relative position to the axis of rotation.
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Figure 3.14: Rotating rigid body with distributed tri-axial accelerometers to find rotation
axis.

If the rigid body has a pure rotation, i.e., a = 0, than each sensor will only measure

the centripetal acceleration ai = ωi × (ωi × ri).

As we will se in the following sections, gravity can be used as a common reference to
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calibrate relative rotation between sensors. In this case taking sets of measurements over

several static poses, the relative rotation between the several tri-axial accelerometers can

be determined. A single triad of gyros can be used to measure angular velocity, and the

estimated frame relative rotations used to obtain each ωi.

3.5 Summary/Conclusions

There is a close relationship between inertial and visual sensing, both in static and dy-

namic situations. Gravity is a static inertial cue, also perceived by the camera as image

horizon and vertical features from a gravity structured world. A moving camera will have

an induced visual flow determined by the motion parameters also sensed by the inertial

sensors.

When reporting inertial measurements to the camera frame of reference, the rigid

transformation between the sensors has to be taken into account, the most important

being the rotation. The translation between the two will not be important in some

applications, but if the inertial sensor is attached to the camera system with a significant

lever arm, it will have to be taken into account for fast motions.

The rigid body transformation between the IMU and the camera has to be calibrated,

but direct physical measurements are difficult to perform, since the camera center of

projection and inertial sensor sensing point and axis are not obvious. But rotation q̊ and

translation r can be derived from (3.22) and (3.26) provided something is known about

the motion. Using the gravity reference, the rotation q̊ can be estimated using a simple

boresight approach, as described in the next chapter.



Chapter 4

Calibration

We now focus on how cameras and inertial sensors can be cross-calibrated so that they can

be used in static and dynamic situations. The rotation between the camera and the inertial

sensor can be estimated, when calibrating the camera, by having both sensors observe the

vertical direction, using a vertical chessboard target and gravity. The translation between

the two can be estimated using a simple passive turntable and static images, provided

that the system can be adjusted to turn about the inertial sensor null point in several

poses. Simulation and real data results are presented to show the validity and simple

requirements of the proposed method.

4.1 Introduction

As our work proposes, inertial sensors coupled to cameras can provide valuable data about

camera ego-motion and how world features are expected to be oriented. However only

with appropriate sensor calibration can the two sensing modalities be integrated and used

in artificial perception systems.

The rotation between the camera and the inertial sensor can be estimated by having

both sensors observe the vertical direction, using a vertical visual target for the camera,

and gravity for the inertial sensors. Standard camera calibration can be performed on

the same set of images, both using the same visual target, such as a vertical chessboard

target, simplifying the whole calibration procedure.

43
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The translation between the two will not be important in some applications, but if the

inertial sensor is attached to the camera system with a significant lever arm, it will have to

be taken into account for fast motions. Using a simple passive turntable, and positioning

the integrated camera and inertial system centered on the inertial sensor, the lever arm

can be estimated. Observing the inertial sensor outputs, the system can be adjusted to

turn about their null point in several poses. The lever arm can than be estimated from

static images of a suitably placed visual target before and after each rotation.

The problem of estimating the rotation between the inertial sensor and the camera

is a particular case of the well-known orthogonal Procrustes method for 3D attitude

estimation [Dorst2005]. Instead of having two sets of points we have two sets of unit

vectors corresponding to the observed vertical in each sensor at several poses. In our

work we used the unit quaternion derivation of the method [Horn1987].

Standard hand-eye calibration [Tsai1989][Daniilidis1999] can be applied to estimate

translation, using the approach of rotating about the inertial sensor center. However,

since the target is being repositioned after each turn, the method is not applied to the

full data set like in traditional hand-eye calibration. We used an implementation of the

full hand-eye calibration [Tsai1989] to provide a comparison in the results using only a

camera with fixed lever arm, by keeping a constant pivot point.

Closely related to our work, Lang and Pinz concurrently presented a method for 3-

axis inertial sensor calibration based on model fitting, and a method to find the rotation

between vision and inertial system based on rotation differences [Lang2005]. However their

rotation estimation requires motion and is more complex than ours, although suitable for

any tracking system that delivers relative or absolute orientation of the moving target.

Since the common reference is the observed/sensed gravity, our boresight approach is

more direct, simpler to perform and accurate.

4.2 Stand Alone Sensor Calibration

Before we consider the cross-calibration of cameras and inertial sensors, we will take a

look at how each sensor can be calibrated individually.
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4.2.1 Camera Calibration

Camera calibration has been extensively studied, and standard techniques established.

For this work, camera calibration was performed using the Camera Calibration Toolbox

for Matlab [Bouguet2006]. The C implementation of this toolbox is included in the Intel

Open Source Computer Vision Library [Intel2006].

The calibration uses images of a chessboard target in several positions and recovers

the camera’s intrinsic parameters, as well as the target positions relative to the camera,

as shown in fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: a) Images with vertical chessboard target used for calibration. b) Recon-
structed target positions relative to the camera.

The calibration algorithm is based on Zhang’s work in estimation of planar homogra-

phies for camera calibration [Zhang1999], but the closed-form estimation of the internal

parameters from the homographies is slightly different, since the orthogonality of van-

ishing points is explicitly used and the distortion coefficients are not estimated at the

initialisation phase.

The calibration toolbox will also be used to recover camera extrinsic parameters, from

the reconstructed target positions, in the subsequent relative pose calibration.
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4.2.2 Inertial Sensor Calibration

Inertial navigation systems also have established calibration techniques, but rely on high-

end sensors and actuators. When considering a complete inertial navigation system, initial

calibration and alignment are more elaborate [Nebot1997]. Nevertheless, in order to use

off-the-shelf inertial sensors attached to a camera, appropriate modelling and calibration

techniques are required.

Inertial sensors measure linear acceleration and angular velocity. An inertial measure-

ment unit (IMU) has three orthogonal accelerometers and three orthogonal rate gyros.

To estimate velocity and position integration over time has to be performed, leading to

unbounded error. The gyros keep track of rotations, so that linear velocity and position are

computed in the correct frame of reference. Appropriate calibration has to be performed

to minimise the error buildup.

When using inertial sensors, scale factor, bias and axis-alignment need to be known.

For low cost inertial sensors these parameters are not always provided by the manufac-

turer, and when using discrete components their alignment has to be measured.

To use inertial sensors measurements, assuming a linear model, scale factor, bias and

axis-alignment need to be known. For low cost inertial sensors these parameters are not

always provided by the manufacturer, and when using discrete components their alignment

has to be estimated.

Some of the inertial sensors parameters can be determined by performing simple op-

erations and measuring the sensor outputs.

In [Vieville1989], where the use of an inertial system in a robotic system is analysed,

a set of calibration procedures is presented for accelerometers and gyros. In this seminal

work, that sets as a future objective the study of the cooperation between vision and

inertial sensing, the data provided by the inertial sensors in studied within the context of

mobile robotic applications.

Using gravity as a reference, horizontal aligned accelerometers should have zero output,

and vertical ones a full 1g. Placing the IMU in particular directions with respect to gravity,

sufficient data can be collected to calibrate, without any special hardware. This static

calibration only requires the ability to orient the accelerometers in particular directions
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Figure 4.2: Sensors’ response: (a) accelerometer, (b) rate gyro

with respect to gravity, and to maintain the system without any movement during the

static measurements.

For gyros no such reference is available; there is the earth rotation induced Coriolis

force, but it is too small for the kind of rate gyros considered. However the sensor bias

or offset can be determined by measuring the output of a static gyro sensor.

To estimate all the parameters, a dynamic calibration is required. However if a con-

trolled turn rate device is not available, performing a rotation in the vertical plane enables

the use gravity as a reference. Using a mechanical axis of rotation, that can be oriented

in any direction, the vertical reference will provide the calibration. See [Vieville1989] for

the mathematical derivation of this calibration procedure for inertial sensors.

The above setup also solves the problem of determining the alignment between ac-

celerometers and gyros, by relating gyros sensing axis with accelerometer alignment.

Having a fixed horizontal rotating axis, continuous rotation provides the gyros sensing

axis, and stops along the way provide the relative pose of this sensing axis with the

accelerometers.

Calibration with a Pendulum

Some of the inertial sensors parameters can be determined by performing simple opera-

tions as described above and measuring the sensor outputs, others can not be so easily

determined.

Observing the sensors response which is illustrated in figure 4.2, for a particular ac-

celerometer and a particular rate gyro, it can be seen that this response is practically

linear, and so a linear model can be used for the inertial sensors. This model is satisfac-
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: (a) Pendulum used to calibrate the inertial sensors, (b) Forces acting on a
moving pendulum

tory for use with autonomous mobile robots.

Equation (4.1), represents a simple model for each set of three non-coplanar accelerom-

eters or rate gyros, which accounts for the three main errors in these sensors: bias, scale

factors and cross-axis sensitivity.

zo = M · zi + b

=


sxx sxy sxz

syx syy syz

szx szy szz

 ·


zix

ziy

ziz

+


bx

by

bz

 (4.1)

The quantities to be measured are represented by the vector zi, while zo represents the

actual output from the sensors. Vector b represents the bias for each individual sensor,

while skk is the sensitivity (or scale factor) for the sensor oriented along axis k, and skl

the cross sensitivity, resulting from axis misalignments, relating axis k and l.

In this work, a pendulum is used in order to determine the inertial sensors’ parameters

- see figure 4.3.

The pendulum was chosen since it is relatively straightforward to determine the real

quantities the sensors are measuring. To get an indication of the quantities the inertial
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sensors should be measuring, it is instrumented with a high-resolution absolute encoder

attached to its axis, so that the angular position of the pendulum is known and conse-

quently, the pose of the inertial measuring unit.

In figure 4.3(b) the forces acting on the moving pendulum are represented. A friction

force, Ff , is represented with its direction opposite to the direction of the pendulum’s

instantaneous velocity, accounting for all kinds of friction inherent to the pendulum’s

motion.

The sum of all forces acting on the pendulum induces an acceleration which char-

acterises the pendulum’s motion equation. From this motion equation, the acceleration

components along the x and z axis, as illustrated in figure 4.3, can be written as

ax = −‖g‖ sin θ − ‖Ff‖
M

sgn(v) (4.2)

az =
‖T ‖
M

− ‖g‖ cos θ =
v2

R
(4.3)

In these equations, sgn() is the sign function, given by

sgn(v) =

{
+1, v ≥ 0

−1, v < 0
(4.4)

The accelerometers measure the acceleration sensed by a proof mass internal to the

measuring unit which in turn is attached to the pendulum. This means that the measured

accelerations are caused by forces acting on the measuring unit’s case, but not on the proof

mass. In this particular scenario, since the gravity force acts both on the proof mass and

on the case, the accelerometers only measure the accelerations caused by the other forces:

the tension, T , and the friction force, Ff . The measured accelerations along the x and z

axis, ãx and ãz, are given by

ãx = −‖Ff‖
M

sgn(v) = ax + ‖g‖ sin θ

= αR + ‖g‖ sin θ (4.5)

ãz =
‖T ‖
M

=
v2

R
+ ‖g‖ cos θ

= ω2R + ‖g‖ cos θ (4.6)
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where ω and α represent the angular velocity and angular acceleration of the pendulum.

The values for θ, ω and α are measured by the encoder readings, and its derivatives.

The measurements of the rate gyros, are the components of the angular velocity of the

pendulum, meaning that the only rate gyro with a non-zero measurement should be the

one oriented perpendicularly to the plane of motion. Using figure 4.3 as a reference, only

the rate gyro along the y axis should measure a non-zero quantity, i.e.

ω̃ =


0

ω̃y

0

 =


0

−dθ
dt

0

 (4.7)

By attaching the measuring unit to the pendulum in three different orthogonal ori-

entations, sufficient data can be collected to calibrate the three accelerometers and the

three rate gyros of the inertial measuring unit. The procedure consists in determining

the nine scale factors, skl, and the three bias, bk, of the sensor model described in (4.1).

Rewriting the system of equations (4.1) as a function of the unknowns skl and bk. The

resulting system of equations is given by

zo = A ·M ′

=



zi,x 0 0

zi,y 0 0

zi,z 0 0

0 zi,x 0

0 zi,y 0

0 zi,z 0

0 0 zi,x

0 0 zi,y

0 0 zi,z

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1



T 

sxx

sxy

sxz

syx

syy

syz

szx

szy

szz

bx

by

bz



(4.8)
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where M ′ is the vector with the twelve parameters to be determined.

Each measurement provides three equations as can be seen in (4.8). The sensor inputs,

zi, are known by feeding the encoder readings, and its derivatives, into equations (4.5),

(4.6) and (4.7); the sensor outputs, zo, are directly measured. Only the twelve parameters

in vector M ′ are unknown. To obtain a solution for M ′, at least four measurements have

to be known, but since the measurements are disturbed by random noise, a much bigger

set of measurements should be used.

A least squares solution can be obtained for the parameters, by using equation (4.9),

where A† denotes the pseudo-inverse of matrix A obtained through the use of the singular

value decomposition.

M ′ = A† · zo (4.9)

It should be noted that two systems of equations have to be solved: one to determine

the parameters of the accelerometers, and another to determine the parameters of the

rate gyros.

Temperature Dependence

A well known fact is that inertial sensors parameters are temperature dependent. This

model does not account for that, and usually there is a non-linear relation between the

parameters and the temperature, which can be different for each of the individual sensors.

The proposed solution for being able to cope with different working temperatures, is to

build a lookup table containing the parameters for several working temperatures, and then

determining the appropriate parameters for the current temperature by interpolation of

the table’s contents.

Tests and Results

The tests were performed using a DMU-FOG inertial unit from Crossbow Technology

coupled with a Sony XC-999 CCD video camera, shown in figure 4.3.

The inertial unit was attached to the pendulum in three distinct orientations in order to

obtain a significant set of measurements for each sensor and the correspondent pendulum
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Table 4.1: Comparison of the obtained inertial sensors’ parameters at two different tem-
peratures with the ones supplied by the manufacturer.

Accelerometers
X Y Z

Sensitivity (g/V )
Manuf. Supplied (29.82◦C) 1.008 1.000 1.017

Obtained (29.68◦C) 1.015 1.026 1.022
Obtained (24.45◦C) 0.999 1.027 1.030

Null Offset (V )
Manuf. Supplied (29.82◦C) 2.485 2.519 2.455

Obtained (29.68◦C) 2.539 2.514 2.456
Obtained (24.45◦C) 2.526 2.510 2.446

Rate Gyros
X Y Z

Sensitivity (deg.s−1/V )
Manuf. Supplied (29.82◦C) 102.731 101.643 102.388

Obtained (29.68◦C) 102.202 102.085 102.216
Obtained (24.45◦C) 102.115 102.155 102.054

Null Offset (V )
Manuf. Supplied (29.82◦C) 2.499 2.499 2.499

Obtained (29.68◦C) 2.500 2.500 2.499
Obtained (24.45◦C) 2.502 2.500 2.500

position. With (4.5), (4.6), (4.7) and the pendulum angular position, given by the absolute

encoder measurements, the expected sensor outputs can be estimated.

Since the inertial measurement unit used in this work is a medium-grade unit, the

manufacturer supplies an individual calibration table which can be used as a ground

truth to evaluate our calibration procedure.

Table 4.1 presents the parameters supplied by the manufacturer and compares them

to the ones obtained using the calibration method described in this paper. It should be

noted that in the table, the sensitivity is compared in (g/V ) and (deg.s−1/V ), which are

the inverses of the scale factors, skk, as defined in equation (4.1).

In order to evaluate the temperature dependence of the sensors parameters, table 4.1

presents the obtained parameters for two different temperatures. The internal tempera-
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ture of the inertial unit stabilises after some time (from five to ten minutes) and only after

that time were the calibration tests performed, in order that all the data be obtained at

the same constant temperature. Since the manufacturer only presents the calibration pa-

rameters for an internal temperature of 29.82 ◦C, these should only be compared with the

ones obtained at a similar internal temperature (29.68 ◦C), which was the stabilised in-

ternal temperature of the unit when the room temperature was around 22 ◦C. Regarding

parameters variations with temperature, one can easily observe that these variations differ

for each individual sensor; considering also that the stabilised internal temperature of the

unit varies slightly for normal operation conditions, a lookup table for the parameters can

be a simple and straightforward solution to compensate for temperature variations.

The manufacturer does not present any parameters relating to axis alignment in their

unit. However, from the results of our method the system exhibits a mean cross-axis

sensitivity of about 0.6%. These small cross-axis errors can cause high drifts over time if

the inertial data measurements are to be used to estimate position, by integrating in time

the sensors’ data.

To demonstrate the effect of this cross-axis sensitivity and the differences between

using our calibration or the manufacturer’s calibration data, a test was performed where

the pendulum swang for some time with the unit’s internal temperature close to that

specified in the manufacturer’s calibration sheet. During the experiment, the pendulum’s

motion was sometimes forced, and other times the pendulum was left oscillating freely.

The sensors’ data was recorded and afterwards the rate gyros outputs were integrated

over time in order to obtain the pendulum’s angle.

Figure 4.4 presents the results obtained by the simple integration of the inertial data

after being calibrated with the parameters obtained by us for the testing temperature.

The inability to distinguish between the two curves shows that the real angle, obtained by

the encoder readings, only has slight differences from the one obtained by the integration

of the rate gyro output.

In figure 4.5, the results for the same experiment are presented, but this time using

the manufacturer’s supplied calibration sheet to calibrate the inertial data. As can be

easily seen, the estimation has a significant drift, much higher than the drift achieved

when using the calibration data obtained by the procedure described above.
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Figure 4.4: Results for the integration of inertial data calibrated by our method.

Figure 4.5: Results for the integration of inertial data calibrated by manufacturer.

These results proved satisfactory, and good enough for many mobile robotics appli-

cations. The calibration procedure presented has been able to reduce drastically the

drift obtained by the integration of inertial data, by determining the sensors’ parameters

with a reasonably high accuracy. More details and results of this calibration method are

presented in [Alves2003ICAR] and [Alves2003].

4.3 Relative Pose Calibration between Visual and In-

ertial Sensors

In the following sections we will present our method for calibration of rotation and trans-

lation between the camera and the inertial sensors. Using the gravity reference a static

boresight approach is proposed, requiring a simple setup and avoiding fast blurred images
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and controlled active rate generators. This only relates the accelerometers’ with the cam-

eras, the relative pose between the accelerometers and gyros can be done independently,

using horizontal and vertical rotation axis as described above.

4.3.1 Calibration of Rotation between IMU and Camera

In order to determine the rigid rotation between the INS frame of reference {I} and the

camera frame of reference {C}, both sensors are used to measure the vertical direction,

as shown in fig. 4.6. When the IMU sensed acceleration is equal in magnitude to gravity,

the sensed direction is the vertical. For the camera, using a specific calibration target

such as a chessboard target placed vertically, the vertical direction can be taken from the

corresponding vanishing point.

This boresight static approach can be easily performed, not requiring any additional

equipment, apart from the chessboard target, obtained using a standard printer, already

used for camera calibration.

If n observations are made for distinct camera positions, recording the vertical refer-

ence provided by the inertial sensors and the vanishing point of scene vertical features,

the absolute orientation can be determined using the orthogonal Procrustes method for

3D attitude estimation. We will use Horn’s closed-form solution for absolute orientation

using unit quaternions [Horn1987], applied here only to unit vectors. Since we are only

{C }

{I }

vertical
featuresgravity field

unknown rotation

Figure 4.6: IMU and camera observing gravity.
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observing a 3D direction in space, we can only determine the rotation between the two

frames of reference.

Let Ivi be a measurement of the vertical by the inertial sensors, and Cvi the corre-

sponding measurement made by the camera derived from some scene vanishing point. We

want to determine the unit quaternion q̊ that rotates inertial measurements in the inertial

sensor frame of reference {I} to the camera frame of reference {C}. We want to find the

unit quaternion q̊ that maximises

n∑
i=1

(̊q Ivi q̊
∗) · Cvi (4.10)

which can be rewritten as

n∑
i=1

(̊q Ivi) · (Cvi q̊) (4.11)

The quaternion product can be expressed as a matrix. Using Ivi = (Ixi,
I yi,

I zi)
T and

Cvi = (Cxi,
C yi,

C zi)
T we define

q̊ Ivi =


0 −Ixi −Iyi −Izi

Ixi 0 Izi −Iyi

Iyi −Izi 0 Ixi

Izi
Iyi −Ixi 0

 q̊ =I Viq̊ (4.12)

and

Cvi q̊ =


0 −Cxi −Cyi −Czi

Cxi 0 −Czi
Cyi

Cyi
Czi 0 −Cxi

Czi −Cyi
Cxi 0

 q̊ =C Viq̊ (4.13)

Substituting in (4.11)
n∑

i=1

(IViq̊) · (CViq̊) (4.14)

or
n∑

i=1

q̊T IVT
i
CViq̊ (4.15)
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factoring out q̊ we get

q̊T

(
n∑

i=1

IVT
i
CVi

)
q̊ (4.16)

So we want to find q̊ such that

max q̊T N q̊ (4.17)

where

N =
n∑

i=1

IVT
i
CVi . (4.18)

Having

Sxx =
n∑

i=1

Ixi
Cxi , Sxy =

n∑
i=1

Ixi
Cyi (4.19)

and analogously for all 9 pairings of the components of the two vectors, matrix N can

be expressed using these sums as in (4.20). The sums contain all the information that is

required to find the solution.

N =


(Sxx + Syy + Szz) Syz − Szy Szx − Sxz Sxy − Syx

Syz − Szy (Sxx − Syy − Szz) Sxy + Syx Szx + Sxz

Szx − Sxz Sxy + Syx (−Sxx + Syy − Szz) Syz + Szy

Sxy − Syx Szx + Sxz Syz + Szy (−Sxx − Syy + Szz)


(4.20)

Since N is a symmetric matrix, the solution to this problem is the four-vector qmax

corresponding to the largest eigenvalue λmax of N - see [Horn1987] for details.

Measurement Span for Rotation Estimation

The above method finds the rotation that maximises the alignment of the rotated inertial

frame verticals with the camera observed verticals expressed by (4.10).

The inertial frame verticals, Ivi, are easily obtained from the IMU accelerometers.

The only restriction is that the system has to be motionless, or subject to constant speed,

so that gravity can be used as a vertical reference.
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The camera frame verticals, Cvi, are not so easily obtained. Some scene element must

be known to have vertical features, so that the vertical vanishing point can be determined.

In our experimental work we relied on the same chessboard target used for calibrating the

camera, but now placing it vertically. For the n observations, the target does not have to

remain in the same position, but must be vertical.

A single pair of measurements, i.e., n = 1, provides a valid rotation for the given

observation, but prone to degenerate cases, depending on the system pose and rotation

between frames. Using more observations at distinct system poses avoids this, and im-

proves the estimate by reducing estimation error, assuming that the measurements have

zero mean Gaussian noise. The camera poses used need not span the entire 3D attitude

space, a few poses with the system at different rotations relative to the inertial vertical

are sufficient to avoid ill conditioned cases.

Weighing Observation Error in Rotation Calibration

When the expected errors in the observed verticals are known, it is convenient to introduce

weights in the above calculations. Introducing weights in to (4.10) we have

n∑
i=1

wi (̊q
Ivi q̊

∗) · Cvi (4.21)

where wi represents the confidence in measurements Ivi and Cvi. This will mean that the

products in the sums that compose N are weighed, i.e.,

N =
n∑

i=1

wi
IVT

i
CVi . (4.22)

So we will have

Sxx =
n∑

i=1

wi
Ixi

Cxi , Sxy =
n∑

i=1

wi
Ixi

Cyi (4.23)

and analogously for all 9 pairings of the components of the two vectors, and the rotation

will be given by the four-vector qmax corresponding to the largest eigenvalue λmax of N ,

as before.
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But wi represents the confidence in both measurements Ivi and Cvi. Since each camera

sensor observation can only contribute to the rotation estimation if the corresponding

inertial sensor observation is valid, given the individual weighs Iwi and Cwi and (4.22),

we can define wi as wi =I wi
Cwi.

To set the weights Iwi and Cwi we have to take into account how the measurements
Ivi and Cvi are obtained.

The camera observed verticals are obtained from the vanishing point of some image

vertical feature, in our case the chessboard target used in the calibration. The camera

calibration toolbox used [Bouguet2006] provides an error measure on the recovered ex-

trinsic parameters, that result from the minimisation of the reprojection error (through

gradient descent). Associated with the camera extrinsic parameters Ri and ti, as defined

in section 2.3.1, we have the uncertainties stored in Rei
and tei

that represent approxi-

mately three times the standard deviations of the errors of estimation. The error in the

camera observation of the vertical can be represented by considering the magnitude of

the rotation uncertainty angle θe.

The inertial sensor observed verticals results from the measurements of the three or-

thogonal accelerometers. Taking a set of measurements and averaging the result reduces

the error from sensor noise or mechanical noise (vibrations or motion). The spread in the

measurements θe, i.e., three times the root mean square angular deviation of the mea-

surements from the mean, provides a level of confidence in the average value taken to get
Ivi.

For each sensor we can consider a maximum threshold θmax on the rotation angle error

θe and define wi as

wi =

{
1− θe

θmax
, θe < θmax

0 , θe ≥ θmax

(4.24)

The selection of an appropriate threshold θmax has to take into account the observed

input errors and number of frames available for calibration.
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Rotation Calibration Summary

• N static observations at distinct positions:

– vertical chessboard target;

– save image and corresponding inertial data.

• Perform standard camera calibration for image set.

• Compute rotation quaternion:

– use target vertical vanishing points Cvi detected for
camera calibration;

– inertial data from accelerometers provide Ivi ;

– rotation quaternion q̊ given by (4.17).

Figure 4.7: Summary of required steps to perform calibration of rotation between camera
and IMU using the proposed algorithm.

Rotation Calibration Summary

Figure 4.7 provides a summary of required steps to perform calibration of rotation between

camera and IMU using the proposed algorithm.

Error Sensitivity and Simulation Results

In order to validate the proposed method and perform noise sensitivity tests, simulations

where performed under varying conditions.

For each simulation run a random rotation q̊ is applied to a random set of simulated

inertial observed verticals, Ivi, to obtain a corresponding set of camera observed verticals,
Cvi. These simulated camera observations are corrupted by applying a random rotation

with a normal distributed magnitude (with zero mean and set standard deviation) about

a random axis, i.e. a uniformly distributed 3D axis. The rotation quaternion that relates

the two sets is estimated as ˆ̊q by the above method. The error in the estimation can be

measured by considering the rotation required to correct the estimate to the true value,

q̊ = e̊ ∗ ˆ̊q. With θe = 2 cos−1(es), where esis the scalar component of e̊, we take δθ = |θe|
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Figure 4.8: Simulation rotation estimation mean error for increasing number of observa-
tions.

as the error measure.

Figure 4.8 shows simulation results of several takes with different number of observa-

tions used. The increasing error lines correspond to increasing rotation error added to the

simulated observed camera verticals. For each setting the method runs 1 000 times and

the mean error is evaluated.

The above simulation was performed with a random set of simulated camera observed

verticals, uniformly distributed on the unit sphere. To better evaluate the method, sim-

ulations were performed with restricted sets of simulated observations.

Figure 4.9 shows simulation results with simulated camera observed verticals, re-

stricted to a 20 deg patch of the unit sphere. The geometric dilution of precision from

such a narrow field of observation leads to the poorer results, but since the added noise

has a normal distribution with a maximum standard deviation of 1 deg a good estimate

of the rotation is still obtained.

To approach a degenerate case of having all observation in the same plane, another

simulation was performed with camera observed verticals restricted to a patch of the unit

sphere corresponding to a full great circle ring with 1 deg thickness. Figure 4.10 shows

the results. Since the noise level (±std) is above the out of plane distribution of the

observation, the degenerate single plane observations dominate and lead to the high error

in the estimated rotation.
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Figure 4.9: Simulation rotation estimation mean error for increasing number of observa-
tions, with simulated camera observed verticals, restricted to a 20 deg patch of the unit
sphere.
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Figure 4.10: Simulation rotation estimation mean error for increasing number of observa-
tions, with simulated camera observed verticals, restricted to a patch of the unit sphere
corresponding to a full great circle ring with 1 deg thickness.
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Figure 4.11: Required setup for out of the box camera and inertial to camera rotation
calibration.

Real Data Results

The rotation estimation can be performed together with the camera calibration with

the simple setup shown in fig. 4.11. The code used is available from the implemented

InerVis Matlab Toolbox [Lobo2006], that adds on to the Camera Calibration Toolbox

[Bouguet2006].

After rigidly fixing an inertial sensor to a camera rig, the calibration was performed

with the proposed method.

The camera was calibrated with images of a vertical chessboard target from several

camera positions. Figure 4.1 show some of the images used in this calibration and corre-

sponding extrinsic parameters.

Since the target is placed vertically, the camera verticals from the target vertical

vanishing points Cvi are given by the reconstructed target positions.

A total set of 16 images and accelerometer data was taken, and the estimated rotation

was q̊ = −0.7149 < 0.010013, 0.023479, 0.69876 >, indicating a −88.73 deg rotation about

the axis (0.0143, 0.0336, 0.9993), i.e. a near right angle about the camera z-axis consistent

with the layout shown in fig. 4.12.

Using the estimated rotation, the inertial sensed verticals where rotated to match with

the vertical vanishing point of the chessboard target, and the observed misalignment had

a root mean square error of 0.69 deg, as shown in fig. 4.13.

The results show that the method performs well, and is easy to implement. From our

experimental tests, of which the above is just an example, the key factors are the quality
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Figure 4.12: Sensor layout and unit sphere projection with vanishing point and reprojected
verticals from rotation calibration.
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Figure 4.13: Reprojection alignment errors for verticals in each frame used in rotation
estimation

of the vanishing points obtained from the camera target images, that also determine the

quality of the camera calibration.

Real Data Results with Input Error Weighing

To test the weighing of the observation error in the rotation calibration, a data set was

collected for which known perturbations were introduced. A total of 16 frames were

taken, the last 4 with the vertical chessboard target significantly more distant to degrade

the vertical varnishing point accuracy, and two other frames taken with the system not

perfectly static to degrade the inertial vertical reference accuracy.

At each observation a batch of measurements is taken from the inertial sensors, and

the mean vertical reference provided by the accelerometers is used. The inertial sensed
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Figure 4.14: Two frames from the set of 16 used, with the chessboard target near (a) and
more distant (b).
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Figure 4.15: Inertial sensed vertical (a) and observed camera vertical (b) error spread and
corresponding error weights for θmax = 2.5 deg.

vertical error weights are derived from the spread in the measurements. Selecting for this

set a θmax = 2 deg we obtained the weights shown in figure 4.15.

The chessboard target vertical vanishing points obtained from the camera calibration

toolbox also have an associated error measure, from which the weights are derived. Figure

4.15 shows the error measure and corresponding weight used.

Using the complete set of 16 frames and weighing the input errors, the estimated

rotation was q̊w = −0.7149 < 0.010013, 0.023479, 0.69876 >, without using weights the

estimated rotation was q̊ = −0.51153 < −0.49442,−0.49743, 0.49644 >. The rotation

without weighing errors deviates by 0.2 deg from the rotation obtained.

No ground truth is available for comparison, but we can observe the reprojection

alignment errors for verticals in the first 10 frames, for which the input noise is small. The

results show a slight improvement, as seen in figure 4.16 where the observed misalignment

root mean square error improved from 0.917 deg to 0.877 deg.
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Figure 4.16: Reprojection alignment errors (a) without input error weighing (b) with
input error weighing.

Depending on the setup and restrictions when performing the calibration weighing

errors can be a good approach, but it is best to calibrate with the system perfectly static,

avoiding noise in the inertial sensed vertical, and selecting views with the vertical target

near and in full view to obtain good vanishing points.

4.3.2 Calibration of Translation between IMU and Camera

From (3.26) we can see that only dynamic motion will have non zero acceleration from

which translation r can be inferred.

A static boresight approach like the one used for rotation is easier to perform. If the

IMU can be set to rotate about its sensing point and axis, than the camera motion will

have the same rotation and a translation depending on the lever arm r joining the two.

With a turntable and suitable positioning rig the IMU can be set to rotate about a

null point. This requires a mechanical rig, but not a controlled dynamic motion requiring

expensive equipment. The output has to be monitored and adjustments made, starting

from the expected sensing axis.

After adjusting the IMU, if 2n observations are made for distinct camera positions,

with the chessboard target fixed and placed in camera view for each pair of measurements,

lever arm r can be estimated.

Standard hand-eye calibration [Daniilidis1999] can than formulated using homoge-

neous transformation matrices as solving

AX = XB (4.25)
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Figure 4.17: Transformations between frames in robot with camera, where X is the
unknown hand-to-eye transformation.

for an unknown hand-to-eye transformation X, where A is the camera (eye) relative

motion transformation, and B the gripper (hand) relative motion transformation, as shown

in figure 4.17.

This equation is a particular case of the Sylvester equation AX −XB = C. Decom-

posing the homogeneous transformations in (4.25) into rotation and translation compo-

nents (R, t) we get one matrix and one vector equation

RARX = RXRB, (4.26)

(RA − I) tX = RXtB − tA. (4.27)

The majority of the approaches solve first for rotation (4.26) and than for translation

(4.27). At least two motions with rotations about non parallel axis are required.

When performing the hand-eye calibration for a robotic manipulator the relative

camera transformation A can be obtained using a fixed world target and computing

the camera-to-world transformation before and after the motion, A1 A2, and making

A = A2A
−1
1 . Similarly, having the transformation matrices from the fixed robot base to

the gripper, B1 B2, we have B = B−1
2 B1. Keeping the robot base and target fixed, as

shown in figure 4.17, a set n poses can generate ( n!
2!(n−2)!

) relative motions for which the

above equations can be solved.
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Figure 4.18: Turntable used for unknown lever arm calibration as a hand-to-eye trans-
formation for one turn. Complete calibration requires n turns, with 2n static poses with
rotation about IMU null point.

For our particular case we want to estimate the lever arm r in the camera frame of

reference, and perform simple turns about the lever arm end point, adjusted to coincide

with the inertial sensor center. Our hand does not translate, and only rotates in exactly

the same way as the camera, i.e. tB = 0, RA = RB and RX = I, and the transformation

considered in figure 4.17 are simplified as shown in figure 4.18.

Rewriting (4.27) for this case we have

(RA − I) r = −tA. (4.28)

where the relative motion parameters can be obtained from the camera-to-target visual

calibration. However, since the target is being repositioned after each turn, 2n poses only

contribute n relative motions for the estimation of r. Each pair contributes with the

projection of r on the rotation plane, and at least two rotations about non parallel axis

are required. The above equation can be rewritten for the n relative motions Mi as

(RMi
− I) r = −tMi

. (4.29)

The camera translation tMi
induced by the lever arm r can be estimated by observing

a fixed chessboard target with the camera and recovering the extrinsic parameters. The

final camera position relative to its initial position gives translation tMi
and rotation RMi

.
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Solving (4.29) for n turns using the standard hand-eye method [Tsai1989] we obtain

the 3D lever arm r in the camera frame of reference.

However, since the target is being repositioned after each turn, 2n poses only contribute

n relative motions for the estimation of r.

The n turns are performed as depicted in figure 4.18. For each turn the system is

repositioned with a distinct pose on the turntable and adjusted to rotate about a null

point. The chessboard target is also repositioned and placed in camera view for each pair

of measurements, so that it is seen at the start and end of each turn.

Translation Calibration Summary

Figure 4.19 provides a summary of required steps to perform calibration of translation

between camera and IMU using the proposed algorithm.

Error Sensitivity and Simulation Results

In order to validate the proposed method and perform noise sensitivity tests, simulations

where performed under varying conditions.

The above described method takes a set of measured camera translations tMi
and

rotations θMi
, induced by the unknown lever arm r.

For each simulation run a random lever arm r is chosen and set of random rotations

RMi
are applied to produce a set of simulated camera translations tMi

.

With ν = SNR−1 ∈ (0, 1) being the inverse of the signal to noise ratio, we disturb the

simulated translation values tMi
, by

t̃Mi
= tMi

+ ν ‖tMi
‖ randn3×1 (4.30)

where randnn×1 is a n vector of random numbers that follow a uniform distribution,

simulating white Gaussian noise with zero mean and σ = 1.

The estimated lever arm r̂ is compared with the true simulation value r, in length and

alignment, to get the error measure. Fig. 4.20 shows a set of simulation results of several

takes with different noise levels and number of turns used, with 1000 runs in each take.
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Translation Calibration Summary

• Perform standard camera calibration and rotation cali-
bration with same image data set.

• 2N static observations with N turns about IMU at dis-
tinct poses:

– position system on turntable;

– force rapid motion and observe accelerometer out-
put;

– reposition until accelerometer output is null;

– place the chessboard target in camera view for the
maximum turn amplitude;

– save image and corresponding inertial data before
and after the turn;

– repeat for N turns with distinct axis about the IMU.

• Compute translation (lever arm):

– use target vertical vanishing points Cvi detected for
camera calibration;

– inertial data from accelerometers provide Ivi ;

– solve (4.29) for N turns using the standard hand-
eye method to obtain the 3D lever arm. r

Figure 4.19: Summary of required steps to perform calibration of translation between
camera and IMU using the proposed algorithm.
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Figure 4.20: Simulation translation estimation mean error for increasing number of turns.
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Figure 4.21: Parameters obtained from camera calibration and derived translation induced
by lever arm rotation.
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Figure 4.22: Translation estimation from simulated camera extrinsic parameters for
increasing target distance scale relative to lever arm length. .

Mean length error is given as a percentage of real value and angular error by its absolute

mean value.

To better understand noise sensitivity issues, we have to take into account how the ro-

tation induced translation is measured. By observing the chessboard target and perform-

ing the camera calibration with the Matlab Camera Calibration Toolbox [Bouguet2006],

we obtain the camera extrinsic parameters for each image relative to the target, as shown

in fig. 4.21.

The above described camera translations tMi
and rotations RMi

, induced by the un-

known lever arm r, can be derived from the camera extrinsic parameters as follows

RMi
= Rc1Rc−1

2 (4.31)

tMi
= Rc1

(
Rc−1

2 (−tc2)
)

+ tc1 (4.32)

where index 1 and 2 indicate the initial and final extrinsic camera parameters for turn i,

both relative to the camera position before the turn.

Since the real data will be derived in this way, a second simulation trial was made,

but now adding white Gaussian noise to tcn and Rcn. The behaviour of the method with
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Figure 4.23: Required setup for translation calibration, passive turntable and chessboard
calibration target, and alternative rotation setup with magic arm.

added noise and number of turns has already been evaluated. The critical factor when

considering the geometry presented in fig. 4.21 is the dilution of precision that results

when estimating the translation with (4.32). To study this effect, the simulation runs

where performed for different target distances, relative to the lever arm length.

Fig. 4.22 shows simulation results of several takes with different noise levels and target

distance to camera scale relative to lever arm length, using 10 turns per run, with 1000

runs in each take. Mean length error is given as a percentage of real value. The results

clearly shows the limitations of the method, and that care has to be taken in positioning

the target, so that the error is not amplified in the lever arm computation.

Real Data Results

Figure 4.23 shows the setup required to perform the translation calibration. The system is

placed on the passive turntable in several distinct poses. Each pose is adjusted to the null

point by observing the inertial sensor outputs under forced motion, so that the rotation

axis coincides with the inertial sensor center. Two static camera images are than taken,

before and after rotation, to obtain the lever arm induced translation used in the above

described method to determine the lever arm or translation between the IMU and the

camera.

Another alternative to the passive turntable is using a magic arm to position the

system, and fixing it to some rotating base as shown in figure 4.23. This arrangement

allows more flexible orientation of the system, however when positioning on the turntable
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Figure 4.24: Camera reconstructed pose relative to calibration target, with the pivot point
at two different positions, showing frame number, camera orientation and the estimated
lever arm in green.

small adjustments are easier to make.

To better assess the calibration performance a rotating u-joint was initially used so

that a fixed pivot could be used over several turns, enabling the use of standard hand-eye

calibration methods for comparison, as seen in fig. 4.24. With this setup a set of 30

images was taken, corresponding to 15 distinct turns about a single pivot point with the

chessboard target always in view, placed in 2 different places during image acquisition.

Our method is compared with a standard implementation of the Tsai and Lenz

[Tsai1989] hand-eye calibration. Assuming the fixed pivot point and fixed target, the

gripper to camera transformation will be the lever arm translation, if the camera rotation

is used as the world to gripper transformation.

Table 4.2 presents the results. A total of 40 images where taken, the first 10 were

used only to improve the camera calibration set, data set A has 5 turns (10 images) with

a single pivot point and set B has 10 turns (20 images) with a distinct fixed pivot point.

Results of lever arm estimation, r = (rx, ry, rz) with r = ‖r‖, are shown for our method

and for Tsai and Lenz applied to sets A&B, A and B, and r̄ is the mean of the distinct
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Table 4.2: Translation estimation using two data sets with fixed pivot point

Our method Tsai and Lenz -

A&B A B r̄ σ A&B A B r̄ σ rm

rx 252.54 252.77 253.05 252.91 0.14 81.70 251.16 251.79 251.48 0.32 249±5
ry 26.27 29.85 22.28 26.07 3.79 -75.00 28.72 21.67 25.20 3.52 25±3
rz -31.57 -34.47 -29.64 -32.05 2.42 793.01 -28.71 -27.78 -28.24 0.46 -31±3
r 255.86 256.85 255.75 256.26 0.55 800.72 254.42 254.25 254.31 0.09 252±5

Figure 4.25: System placed on turntable in different poses for translation calibration.

estimates from set A and set B. The values shown in bold fall within the uncertainty of

the direct ruler measurement rm.

Tsai and Lenz clearly has a better performance, since it performs a global optimisation

using all the images by considering the pivot point and the target are always fixed. When

the method is applied to the complete data set A&B it fails completely since its not

applicable. Our method just requires sets of turns between which both the target and

pivot point can be repositioned. It is based only on the relative camera motion in each

turn, and is therefore more sensitive and prone to errors. But, as we will see in the second

example, requires a much simpler setup and can provide a good estimate of the lever arm

under controlled conditions.

A second calibration was done with a passive turntable, placing the camera with

attached inertial sensors in different poses as shown in figures 4.23 and 4.25, and fine

adjusting the position to zero the force sensed by the accelerometers, besides gravity,

placing them at the rotation center.

With the passive turntable setup a set of 30 images was taken, corresponding to 15

distinct turns. The accelerometer output was observed while manually forcing rapid turns
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Figure 4.26: Camera reconstructed pose relative to calibration target.

Table 4.3: Translation estimation using turntable

n 1:1:15 1:2:15 1:1:10 1:2:11 5:1:15 5:2:15 mean σ

rx -87.4 -86.7 -92.9 -86.6 -83.0 -83.2 -86.6 3.6
ry 91.7 91.6 92.0 91.5 93.1 92.1 92.0 0.6
rz 2.6 1.7 1.8 1.7 6.2 2.8 2.8 1.7

r 126.7 126.1 130.8 126.0 124.9 124.1 126.4 2.3

to adjust their position to the center of rotation. The chessboard target was conveniently

placed, and the reconstruction result for the complete set is shown in figure 4.26.

In table 4.3 results are presented for several groupings of sets of measurements (sets

are labelled as start:step:end), to better evaluate the estimation performance. Direct

measurement of the lever arm indicated a length about 125 ± 10 mm, since the exact

position of the accelerometers within the packaged sensor is not known, confirming the

estimated value.

The implemented code for translation estimation will be made available in the InerVis

Matlab Toolbox [Lobo2006].
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4.4 Inertial Cues for Camera Calibration

4.4.1 Focal Distance from Inertial Artificial Horizon and Van-

ishing Point

In the next chapter we will see how the vertical reference can be used in many computer

vision tasks. If the alignment between the camera and inertial sensors is known, the

vertical reference can also help the calibration of the camera focal distance.

The key idea is to explore the orthogonality between the gravity vertical reference and

some ground plane vanishing point.

Camera calibration using vanishing points has been widely explored, [Kanatani1993]

[Wang1991] [Caprile1990] [Brillault1991] [Li1994] amongst others. The novelty in our

work is using just one vanishing point, and using the inertial sensors to extract camera

pose information. Calibration based on vanishing points is limited since a compromise

has to be reached on the quality of each point, but since we require just one vanishing

point, the best one can be chosen.

Vanishing point pv = (u, v)T, obtained from a set of parallel lines belonging to some

levelled plane, and n̂ = (nx, ny, nz)
T taken from (2.2), are conjugate to each other since

they correspond to 3D orthogonal sets of parallel lines. From (3.2) the focal distance f

can be estimated as

f = −nxu + nyv

nz

(4.33)

With a suitable calibration target scene, where ground plane parallel lines can be easily

found, the focal distance can be estimated using (4.33). The image center is assumed to be

fixed and known, and (u, v) are given in image centered coordinates. If no prior calibration

is done to determine the image center, non-imaging techniques, such as numerical center

of image or sensor coordinates, are used. The implications of this assumption depend on

the camera quality and variable parameters [Willson1994].

The orthogonality of two levelled plane sets of parallel lines, when using two vanishing

points, is replaced here by the orthogonality between vertical lines, with vanishing point

(nx, ny, nz)
T, and a set of levelled parallel lines, with vanishing point (u, v, f)T. This
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implies that the alignment between the IMU and the camera has to be known from

construction or previous calibration.

DetectDetect lineslines withwith
HoughHough transformtransform

EdgeEdge detectiondetection
withwith SobelSobel filterfilter

Vertical Vertical referencereference fromfrom interialinterial sensorssensors

EstimationEstimation of  fof  f

VanishingVanishing pointpoint fromfrom
horizontal horizontal parallelparallel lineslines

Figure 4.27: Focal distance estimation algorithm.

Figure 4.27 summarises the focal distance estimation method.

Error Sensitivity

The effect of errors in the vertical reference on the estimated focal distance can be seen

by studying the Jacobian matrix

J =
[

∂f
∂nx

∂f
∂ny

∂f
∂nz

∂f
∂u

∂f
∂v

]
=
[
− u

nz
− v

nz

nxu+nyv

n2
z

−nx

nz
−ny

nz

] (4.34)

Considering a good pose tilting down about 45 deg with a not too distant vanishing

point, having n̂ = (0,−0.70, 0.71)T and (u, v)T = (100, 1000)T, a 1 deg error in the vertical

reference would perturb the estimated focal distance f by ±∆f with

∆f = sin (1)
nxu + nyv

n2
z

≈ 24.2 (4.35)

This means a 2.5% error in the estimated value of f ≈ 986. This error will degrade

when more ill conditioned poses are used, and the solution degenerates when observability

of a ground plane vanishing point is missing or the camera is perfectly horizontal, with

the horizon line through the image center.
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Results

The ground plane segmentation algorithm was implemented on a mobile robot equipped

with a stereo active vision system with inertial sensors at the center of the baseline.

Figure 4.28 shows the setup where an inertial system prototype built at our lab

[Lobo2002MSc] was coupled to a camera stereo rig to carry out the tests.

Figure 4.28: Experimental setup showing the stereo camera rig with IMU based on low
cost sensors..

To test the estimation of f using one vanishing point and the vertical reference, the

Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab [Bouguet2006] was used to provide a standard

camera calibration method.

The calibration was performed with 20 images of a chessboard target in several po-

sitions, as seen in fig. 4.29. Without changing the camera, the chessboard target was

removed and the calibration was performed using just one vanishing point and the iner-

tial vertical reference. Two target positions with a near vanishing point were used, as

seen in fig. 4.29, and 100 samples taken at each position. From fig. 4.30 and table 4.4 we

can see that the proposed method provides a good estimate of f , within the uncertainty

of the standard method used.

Table 4.4: Estimation of f

mean σ

20 images of chessboard target 617.57 10.36
n̂ & vanishing point 613.02 2.62
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Figure 4.29: One of the 20 images used in the calibration, and estimation of f at two
target positions with a near vanishing point, showing horizon line with initial guess value
of f (lower) and correct horizon line given by inertial vertical reference (top).
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Figure 4.30: Estimation of f with just one vanishing point and n̂, compared with camera
calibration results. Two target positions with a near vanishing point, 100 samples taken
at each position.

The main sources of error are the vanishing point instability, evidenced by the stepwise

results obtained in other tests [Lobo2001MFI], and the noise in the vertical reference

provided by the low cost accelerometers. The results show that the proposed method is

feasible. Due to its simplicity, it can be performed on-the-fly by a mobile robot in a man-

made environment, where ground plane parallel lines can be easily detected. It can also

aid 3D modelling and reconstruction by providing extra information about focal distance
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when digitally acquiring an image, as in [Coorg1998].

4.5 Conclusions

We have seen how a simple calibration can be made with off-the-shelf cameras and inertial

sensors to have a useful integrated system.

Using a pendulum with an encoded shaft, inertial sensor alignment, bias and scale

factor can be estimated, for both accelerometers and gyros. With a set of static poses

observing a vertical target, full camera calibration can be performed using standard tech-

niques, and inertial sensor to camera rotation can estimated as well by registering the

inertial sensed gravity. With a simple passive turntable and with 2n static poses of n

rotations about the inertial sensor, the translation between the two sensors can also be

estimated.

This only relates the accelerometers’ with the cameras, the relative pose between the

accelerometers and gyros can be done independently, using horizontal and vertical rotation

axis as described above.

The cross calibration method works well in estimating rotation and, depending on the

setup and restrictions when performing the calibration, weighing input errors can reduce

the error in the estimation. The translation estimation is sensitive to the chosen target

position, and care has to be taken so that the geometric configuration does not magnify

the error in the visual target pose onto the final lever arm estimation.

Lever arm calibration can also be accomplished using standard Hand/Eye calibra-

tion [Daniilidis1999], like the Tsai and Lenz implementation used above for comparison

[Tsai1989]. These methods, applied here in a simplified case where the camera rotation

is used as the base-to-hand transformation, are clearly more stable. Our method only

uses the relative camera motion in each turn, but Hand/Eye methods use the full camera

and hand pose data over the complete data set. But they are also more restrictive on

the setup. A simple turntable is no longer sufficient, since a fixed pivot point has to be

maintained. A passive double gimbal might prove useful, but would have to accommodate

for proper centering of the system, and using an active controlled manipulator might be
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better. Our aim however is to have a simple procedure to estimate the lever arm, that

can be performed without complicated equipment, and complement the simple procedure

used for camera and rotation calibration. As suggested above, another alternative to the

passive turntable is using a magic arm to position the system and rotate about some axis,

however when positioning on the turntable small adjustments are easier to make.

Exploring the orthogonality between the vertical reference and vanishing points of hor-

izontal lines, camera focal distance was estimated using only one vanishing point. This

allows the best vanishing point to be chosen, and is less imposing on the availability of

scene vanishing points. An integrated accelerometer and imaging sensor could use this

method to estimate focal distance, relying on the automatic detection of one vanishing

point of a set of horizontal lines, with high probability of occurring at specific camera

poses in man-made structured environments. When applied to mobile robots, the van-

ishing point can also provide an external bearing for the navigation frame of reference.

Calibration methods using specific calibration targets and multiple images can provide

more precise focal distance estimates. The main sources of error in this method are

the uncertainty in the vanishing point estimation, the assumed alignment of the inertial

sensors and the accelerometer noise.



Chapter 5

Using Gravity as a Vertical

Reference

We have already seen that gravity provides an absolute vertical reference (chapter 3),

and how it can be used for camera calibration (previous chapter). In this chapter we

will explore the use of this vertical reference in monocular and stereo vision. Low level

monocular image processing can use the vertical reference to tune edge detection to find

relevant features such as vertical or horizontal scene elements. In stereo vision the ver-

tical reference provides an external restriction when considering ground plane or levelled

plane point correspondence in the stereo pair. Results are presented for ground plane

segmentation of feature points, vertical line detection and 3D vertical line segmentation.

Another approach explored was to use standard computer vision techniques to compute

depth maps, and than rotate and align them using the vertical reference. The depth map

points are mapped to the a vertically aligned world frame of reference. In order to detect

the ground plane, an histogram is performed for the different heights. Taking the ground

plane as a reference plane for the acquired maps, the fusion of multiple maps reduces to a

2D translation and rotation problem. Results are presented for the rotation followed by

ground plane detection.

83
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5.1 Unit Sphere Vertical Reference from Gravity

As we saw in 3.1 inertial data provide cues to determine the vision system’s attitude.

When the system is motionless or subject to constant speed, the accelerometers give the

direction of the gravity vector. We can therefore determine the vertical unit vector normal

to local ground levelled plane, but rotations within the horizontal plane are not sensed.

In 2.2.1 we expressed the vertical reference n̂ in the inertial sensor frame of reference

{I}, given by (2.2) using the accelerometer data.

As explained in 2.2.3, by performing the rotation update using the IMU gyro data,

gravity can be separated from the sensed acceleration. In this case n̂ is given by the

rotation update, but must be monitored using the low pass filtered accelerometer signals,

for which (2.2) still holds, to reset the accumulated drift.

In order to have a camera unit sphere vertical reference from gravity we must rotate
In̂ to Cn̂ using the rotation calibration result presented in the previous chapter, i.e.,

Cn̂ = q̊ In̂ q̊∗ (5.1)

This unit sphere vertical reference, Cn̂, will be used in the following sections to deter-

mine the ground plane, define a robot navigation frame of reference and set the collineation

of ground plane points in stereo vision. This will enable the detection of 3D ground plane

patches observed by a stereo system, as well as 3D vertical line detection. This will be

accomplished by solving the correspondence problem for ground plane points, and using

the image projected vertical to segment vertical features. But first we will analyse the

error in the accelerometer derived vertical reference.

5.1.1 Vertical Reference Error

Considering a linear model for the accelerometers we have

ameasured = Mareal + b (5.2)

were M incorporates scale factor, cross axis sensitivity inherent to the sensing element

and also due to sensor misalignment, and b offset bias. Estimates for M and b might
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be provided by the manufacturer, or can be obtained by sensor calibration as previously

described.

But temperature drift, power supply ripple interference, and thermal noise will always

degrade the signal, and M and b will not remain static. Part of this noise can be

taken as having zero mean, but for instance temperature drift does not, and temperature

compensation might be required in some applications.

Since we are measuring gravity, any mechanical vibrations and oscillations will intro-

duce additional error. Low pass filtering has to be used, and for more dynamic situations

gyro rotation update is required to have stabilised gravity direction. In some applications

using magnetic sensors with accelerometers provides a good solution for pose tracking,

exploring the different dynamics and noise characteristics of each sensor [Caruso1998],

and also providing an azimuth bearing to keep track of rotations with a vertical axis not

sensed by the accelerometers. The depth map registration proposed in chapter 6 uses

magnetic sensors to complement the inertial data and provide a rotation update.

A data set was taken using the inertial system prototype built at our lab [Lobo2002MSc]

(fig. 5.3) that uses a signal conditioned three-axis accelerometer [SummitInstruments]

[AnalogDevices]. Bias and cross-axis sensitivity calibration data were available and used.

A set of 6400 measurements were taken with the sensor at rest, with no filtering. The

obtained covariance matrix was

V (n) =


0.5873 −0.0069 0.0102

−0.0069 0.5675 0.0071

0.0102 0.0071 0.0003

× 10−4 (5.3)

with eigenvalues

σ2
1 = 0.5895× 10−4 ≥ σ2

2 = 0.5655× 10−4 ≥ 0 (5.4)

The root-mean-square angle error is given by

σθ = tan−1
(√

trV (n)
)

= tan−1

(√
σ2

1 + σ2
2

)
(5.5)

and for this data set σθ = 0.6130 deg . Low pass filtering the accelerometer data im-

proved the estimate significantly, lowering the error to σθ = 0.1907 deg when applying a

Butterworth 5th order filter with 10 Hz cutoff frequency.
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Another set of measurements was made on a mobile robot performing back-and-forth

motion, with no filtering. The obtained covariance matrix was

V (n) =


0.6928 0.1094 0.3086

0.1094 0.7763 0.0183

0.3086 0.0183 0.1388

× 10−4 (5.6)

with eigenvalues

σ2
1 = 0.9144× 10−4 ≥ σ2

2 = 0.6934× 10−4 ≥ σ2
3 = 0.10× 10−7 (5.7)

and for this data set the expected angle error σθ = 0.7265 deg . Low pass filtering

the accelerometer data improved the estimate significantly, lowering the error to σθ =

0.4611 deg .

This results indicate that the accelerometer data provide a useful vertical reference for

robotic systems. To deal with motion, proper low pass filtering if performed, taking into

account the motion characteristics, but very slow robotic motion will present a problem.

5.1.2 Ground Plane

We saw in chapter 3 how the gravity vertical reference indicates the vertical vanishing

point and horizon line in the camera frame of reference. It also gives the orientation of

levelled planes, i.e., planes that vanish towards the horizon line.

Consider a world point CP , given in a camera centered referential {C}, that belongs

to the ground plane. The plane equation is given by

Cn̂.CP + d = 0 (5.8)

where d is the distance from the origin to the ground plane, i.e., the system height. In

some applications it can be known or imposed by the physical mount, or determined

using stereo as shown bellow. The ground plane can therefore be determined in the

camera system {C} frame of reference.
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5.1.3 Robot Navigation Frame of Reference

When detecting world features, a convenient frame of reference has to be established. As

we saw in section 3.3, we can consider a moving robot navigation frame of reference {N},
aligned by the ground pane as shown in fig. 6.1. The vertical unit vector n̂ and system

height d can be used to define {N}, by choosing N x̂ to be coplanar with Cx̂ and Cn̂ in

order to keep the same heading, we have

NP = NTC.
CP (5.9)

where

NTC =



√
1− n2

x
−nxny√

1−n2
x

−nxnz√
1−n2

x

0

0 nz√
1−n2

x

−ny√
1−n2

x

0

nx ny nz d

0 0 0 1


CTN =



√
1− n2

x 0 nx −nxd
−nxny√

1−n2
x

nz√
1−n2

x

ny −nyd

−nxnz√
1−n2

x

−ny√
1−n2

x

nz −nzd

0 0 0 1


(5.10)

This is obtained as follows. Consider a frame of reference {Nc} with origin at the

camera optical center and Ncx̂ coplanar with Cx̂ and Cn̂ in order to keep the same heading.

A simple rotation R maps the two frames of reference as follows

CP =

[
R 0

0 1

]
.NcP =

[
r̂1 r̂2 r̂3 0

0 1

]
.NcP (5.11)

where r̂1, r̂2 and r̂3 are the X, Y, and Z axis of {Nc} given in the camera frame of reference

{C}. But the Z axis of {Nc} is just the vertical given by the inertial sensors:

Nc ẑ = r̂3 =C n̂ =


nx

ny

nz

 (5.12)

But there are infinite possibilities for the {Nc} X and Y axis, since n̂ only defines the

XY plane, but no heading within this plane. The X axis of {Nc} can be chosen to be

coplanar with {C} X and r̂3 axis, keeping the same heading, so we have:
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r̂1 = a.x̂ + b.r̂3 = a


1

0

0

+ b


nx

ny

nz

 =


a + bnx

bny

bnz

 (5.13)

since r̂1 is a unit vector we have:

||r̂1|| = a2 + 2abnx + b2 = 1 (5.14)

and since r̂1 is orthogonal to r̂3 we have:

r̂1.r̂3 = 0 =


a + bnx

bny

bnz


T 

nx

ny

nz

 = nxa + b = 0 (5.15)

From the above equation we get:

r̂1 =


√

1− n2
x

−nxny√
1−n2

x

−nxnz√
1−n2

x

 (5.16)

Finally we have that r̂2 is orthogonal to both r̂1 and r̂3, and is obtained with the

external product:

r̂2 = r̂3 × r̂1 =


nx

ny

nz

×

√

1− n2
x

−nxny√
1−n2

x

−nxnz√
1−n2

x

 =


0
nz√
1−n2

x

− ny√
1−n2

x

 (5.17)

and so the transformation matrix is given by:

CTNc =



√
1− n2

x 0 nx 0
−nxny√

1−n2
x

nz√
1−n2

x

ny 0

−nxnz√
1−n2

x

− ny√
1−n2

x

nz 0

0 0 0 1

 (5.18)
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The robot navigation frame of reference {N} is just {Nc} translated by
[

0 0 d 1
]T

,

as presented in equation (5.10).

If a heading reference is available, then {N} should not be restricted to having N x̂

coplanar with Cx̂ and Cn̂, but use the known heading reference. As previously seen,

vanishing points m̂i of levelled planes are orthogonal to the vertical n̂, i.e., m̂i.n̂ = 0. In

scenes of man made environments the vanishing points can provide a heading reference.

Proceeding as above, but replacing (5.13) with the heading given by the vanishing point

m̂ we have

r̂1 = m̂ =


mx

my

mz

 (5.19)

as before, since r̂2 is orthogonal to both r̂1 and r̂3 , we have

r̂2 = r̂3 × r̂1 =


nx

ny

nz

×


mx

my

mz

 =


nymz − nzmy

nzmx − nxmz

nxmy − nymx

 (5.20)

and so the transformation matrix using the vanishing point heading is given by

CTNc =


mx nymz − nzmy nx 0

my nzmx − nxmz ny 0

mz nxmy − nymx nz 0

0 0 0 1

 (5.21)

Translating {Nc} as before we have

CTN =


mx nymz − nzmy nx −nxd

my nzmx − nxmz ny −nyd

mz nxmy − nymx nz −nzd

0 0 0 1

 (5.22)

and
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NTC =


mx my mz 0

nymz − nzmy nzmx − nxmz nxmy − nymx 0

nx ny nz d

0 0 0 1

 (5.23)

Providing suitable vanishing points can be extracted from the scene, we are able to

have {N} coherent with the inertial vertical and the scene heading. Using the robot’s

odometry, the inertial sensors and landmark matching, conversion to the world fixed frame

of reference {W} can be accomplished.

5.1.4 Ground Plane in Stereo Vision

As seen above, the vertical reference provides the orientation of the ground plane relative

to the camera system. With stereo vision, visual fixation of a ground plane point can be

used to determine the ground plane distance [Dias1995] [Dias1998].

^

θ
L

n̂

Y
X

θ
R

fixation point

ground plane

{C}

Z

Z

P

d
Y

Y

g

Z

{L}

{R}

X

n

X

Figure 5.1: Ground plane point Pf fixated by stereo system.

For this stereo system, the camera frame of reference {C} is at the middle of the

baseline with x pointing forward, as seen in fig. 5.1. Assuming a vision system with

controlled symmetric verge angle θ and baseline b, fixated in a point CPf that belongs to

the ground plane, the distance d is given by the projection of CPf on the gravity vector

direction
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d = −Cn̂.CPf = −Cn̂.


b
2
cot θ

0

0

 = −nx
b

2
cot θ (5.24)

as can easily be seen in fig. 5.1. In this figure there is no lateral inclination, but (5.24) is

valid for any angle, since the attitude is given by Cn̂.

The ground plane can therefore be determined in the camera system {C} frame of

reference, using the plane orientation, given by the inertial sensors, and the plane height

from some apriori knowledge, or by fixating the vision system on a ground plane point.

All ground plane geometric parameters are therefore determined. The levelled navigation

frame of reference can de shifted to have Z = 0 for the ground plane.

5.1.5 Collineation of Ground Plane Points

To analyse how ground plane points are projected onto the image plane, consider a world

point P = (X, Y, 0, 1)T that belongs to the ground plane (i.e., Z = 0). The projection

onto the camera image plane is given by

spi =


su

sv

s

 = C
[

R t
]

4×4
P = [...]3×3


X

Y

1

 (5.25)

where pi is the projective image point, s an arbitrary scale factor, C and R t are the

camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters.

From the above equation we can see that there is a fixed mapping between ground

plane points and image points. This mapping is called a collineation or planar homography

of points. A ground plane point is related to the camera image by a collineation Hc:

spi = Hc.P̃ (5.26)

where P̃ = (X, Y, 1)T and

Hc = C
[

r1 r2 t
]

(5.27)
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with ri denoting the ith column of the rotation matrix R.

For a stereo system we can express the collineation between ground plane points and the

left and right cameras

spli = Hl.P̃ and spri = Hr.P̃ (5.28)

where pli and pri are the left and right projective image points.

We can consider a direct mapping H of ground plane points between the stereo pair.

H can be obtained by calibration using know ground plane points [Hartley2000], or using

(5.27) and known camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters C and R t. For the direct

mapping H of right image points to the left image we have

spli = H .pri = Hl.H
−1
r .pri (5.29)

To obtain H we must first compute Hl and Hr. From (5.27) and using CTN obtained

from the inertial data and LTC obtained form the geometric setup, Hl is given by

Hl = CL

[
r1 r2 t

]
L

= CL


1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

 .LTC.
CTN .


1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0

0 0 1

 (5.30)

and proceeding analogously for the right camera we obtain Hr.

From (5.29) we have that the collineation between left and right images of ground

plane points, for a system with symmetric verge angle θ and baseline b, is given by

H = Hl.H
−1
r =


−2nxb cos θ sin θ+nyb+2d−4d cos2 θ

−nyb+2d
2bnz cos θ
−nyb+2d

f −2 cos θ(2d sin θ+bnx cos θ)
−nyb+2d

0 1 0

22d sin θ cos θ−nxb+nxb cos2 θ
f(−nyb+2d)

2bnz sin θ
f(−nyb+2d)

−2nxb cos θ sin θ+nyb−4d cos2 θ+2d

−nyb+2d


(5.31)

where f is the camera focal distance, (nx, ny, nz)
T the vertical reference provided by the

inertial sensors given in the camera system frame of reference {C} (with origin at the
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middle of the baseline), and d the system height to the ground plane. This equation will

be fundamental for the world feature detection methods described in following sections.

This collineation can also be computed for other planes. Consider a mobile robot

going up a slope. In this case the levelled ground plane is no longer relevant, but we can

consider the local planar patch with normal ns 6= n given by the robot’s steady state tilt

and proceed as before.

5.2 3D Ground Plane Patch Detection

5.2.1 Stereo Correspondence of Ground Plane Points

and 3D Position

Since we know the collineation of the ground plane image points from (5.31), image points

can be tested across the stereo pair, identifying the ground plane points, and determining

their 3D position. An algorithm for the 3D reconstruction of image detected features can

be formulated. For each detected point in the right image pri
, map it to the other image

using the known collineation. The correspondent point in the left image if found by parsing

all the left image detected points of interest plj and testing an allowed neighbourhood

window for a match, i.e., find j such that

plj = H .pri
± δ (5.32)

If there is a match, the point belongs to the ground plane. If there is no match the

point must be something other than the floor, possibly an obstacle. Figure 5.2 summarises

the ground plane segmentation method. If the detected interest points are very dense,

false positives will occur, since it will be easy to have some other point in the same

neighbourhood. To overcome this, 2D correlation is performed over a small region around

both image points.

From (5.28) the 3D position NP = (X, Y, 0, 1)T of this ground plane point is given by

N P̃ = H−1
r pri

(5.33)
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where N P̃ = (X, Y, 1)T.

Errors in the estimated vertical reference will increase the uncertainty, but since the

method relies on a neighbourhood test, it maintains robustness in detecting points up to

the tolerance of the used search window size, and than breaks down. The 3D mapping

error however will degrade with increasing error in the vertical reference. A statistical

map of the detected features has to be built to deal with the uncertainty.

Visual
Fixation

Determine
Planar

collineation

Determine
Interesting

Points

Pick-Up a 
point

(u,v) (L or R)

Test Match
neighbourhood

Re-Project 
the point

(u,v) (R /L)

Segmentation

Figure 5.2: Ground plane segmentation algorithm.

5.2.2 Results

The ground plane segmentation algorithm was implemented on a mobile robot equipped

with a stereo active vision system with inertial sensors at the center of the baseline.

Figure 5.3 the setup where an inertial system prototype built at our lab [Lobo2002MSc]

was coupled to a camera stereo rig to carry out the tests.

The points shown in fig. 5.4 were obtained using SUSAN [Smith1997] corner detector.

The points of interest in the right image were than parsed as described in the previous sec-

tion. Grahams Algorithm [Rourke1993] was used for computation of the convex polygon

involving the set of points. Fig. 5.5 also shows some frames from a ground plane detection

sequence obtained with the system on a mobile robot, and corresponding VRML view of

the ground patch.

For visualisation of the detected ground points a VRML world was generated [Ames1997].

The identified ground plane patch was mapped onto the 3D scene, as seen in fig. 5.5. The

complete sequence was processed, generating polygons corresponding to the identified
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Figure 5.3: Experimental setup showing the mobile robot, the stereo camera rig with
IMU based on low cost sensors, and a VRML model of the system used to map the 3D
features.

ground plane patch for each frame. To update the VRML world on-the-fly, only the

ground patch vertex points need to be sent, so that the polygon can be rendered. When

bandwidth is not a problem the segmented image patch can also be sent and placed

onto the polygon. VRML opens many other possibilities such as tele-operation or path-

planning environments.

Adjusting a convex polygon to the set of points can lead to erroneous ground patch

segmentation. Some changes have to be made to the algorithm and special cases taken

into account, such as having multiple isolated polygons or allowing for non-convexity when

points are too far apart and an obstacle could be in the way.

The results show that the method works, but is very dependant on texture so that

feature points can be detected. There are many initial feature points, but only a few

are correctly detected as ground plane points, with many false negatives. If instead

of detecting the ground plane, an obstacle detection was being done, these unmatched

points could be perceived as obstacles. This can be avoided by making assumptions on

the minimum size of obstacles and detected point density. This method enables fast

processing of images and feature matching across the stereo pair, since the ground plane

restriction is used to limit the search space.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 5.4: Ground plane detection. The system was initially fixated on a ground plane
point and the parameters extracted. The figures show the processing steps with: a) stereo
images with a set of initial points; b) detected ground points; c) identified ground patch.

5.3 3D Vertical Line Detection

5.3.1 Image Line Segmentation

Knowing the vertical, the vanishing point of all image lines that correspond to world

vertical features is known. This vanishing point is at infinity when there is no tilt, and

the vertical lines are all parallel in the image. For small tilt values, the vertical lines can

be taken as parallel, speeding up the detection process. Based on this assumption, the

vertical line segments found in the image will be parallel to the local image vertical n̂i, the

normalised image projection of the vertical n̂. The image vertical reference corresponds
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 5.5: Frames from ground plane detection sequence, with the VRML view of the
ground patch shown on the right side.

to the unit sphere projection of the vanishing point of all 3D vertical lines in the image

plane.

In order to detect vertical lines we extracted the edges in the image using a modified

Sobel filter proposed by [Jahne1997] that uses different coefficients to obtain a lower angle

error in the gradient. By choosing an appropriate threshold for the gradient magnitude,

the potential edge lines can be identified. The square of the gradient was used in our

application to allow faster integer computation.

To only obtain the vertical edges we compare the pixel gradient with the vertical. The

dot product of the gradient with the vertical should be null, so by setting a tolerance

threshold value the detected edge points can be taken as vertical or not.
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D.n̂i < tolerance (5.34)

But this can lead to erroneous results since the pixel gradient provides a very local

information and is affected by the pixel quantisation, therefore a large tolerance is used.

In order to extract the vertical lines in the image, all edge points that satisfied equation

(5.34) were mapped to a rectified image table (equation (5.35)), so that continuity could

be tested along the vertical edge direction. So each edge point pj = (u, v) contributed to

the table at position

vert points (x, y) =
(
pj.ĥi, pj.n̂i

)
(5.35)

where ĥi is the horizontal unit vector, perpendicular to n̂i in the image plane. i.e.,

n̂i.ĥi = 0 (5.36)

The minimum line length and allowable gaps is set and each column of the table

parsed. The end result is a set of lines, given by their end-points in the original image.

The parameters that need to be set are the gradient magnitude and angle tolerance

thresholds, and the minimum line length and tolerated gap size.

For large tilt values, the vertical lines cannot be taken as parallel, and must be tested

to comply with vanishing point n̂. If m is the unit vector normal to the line projection

plane, the 3D line can only be vertical if

n̂.m = 0 (5.37)

but, as above, with a single view, a false vertical might be detected in rare degenerate

cases.

We implemented this method with our system, working real time at 10 frames per

second. Figure 5.6 shows an example of the results obtained. The results showed that

the method performs well in man made environments where vertical lines segments are

abundant, but required some parameter adjustment to have good results with different

types of scenes. The gradient magnitude threshold used to identify edges is sensitive to
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horizon

vertical reference
vertical lines

Figure 5.6: Vertical line detection.

image lighting and contrast. The line length and gap size that work well in an indoor

structured environment might not work well in highly textured but less structured outdoor

environments.

5.3.2 Stereo Correspondence of Vertical Lines

and 3D Position

In the previous section a method was presented for vertical image line detection. But in

order to have world feature detection, the image segmentation of vertical lines has to be

matched across the stereo pair, and the 3D position of the feature determined.

Making the assumption that the relevant vertical features start from the ground plane,

and since we know the collineation of the ground plane image points from (5.31) a common

unique point is identified. The lower point or foot of each vertical feature in one image

should map to the corresponding foot in the other image.

Proceeding as before, the feet of the vertical line features can be tested across the

stereo pair using the known collineation. If there is a match, the point belongs to the

ground plane and must be the foot of a true 3D vertical world feature. The 3D position of

the foot of this vertical element is given by (5.33). Figure 5.7 summarises the implemented

method.

With the system mounted on some mobile robot, the vertical features can be charted on

a world map, constructed as the robot moves in its environment. This map is constructed

in the robot’s navigation frame of reference {N} as described in section 5.1.3.

Besides the error in detected points and their 3D mapping previously mentioned,

the vertical edge detection also used the vertical reference, but only as a rough estimate.
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Under the assumption that near vertical features are rare, this does not present a problem.

The vertical line segment detection method can produce some outliers. Before using

it to update the world map, the detected feature data must be filtered to remove the

outliers. A fast computational method for outlier removal was developed in complement

to this work [Lobo2003JRAS]. By setting a minimum expected distance between distinct

vertical features, a windowing scheme isolates each cluster and removes the outliers.

5.3.3 Results

The ground plane segmentation algorithm was implemented on the same experimental

setup used for ground plane segmentation shown in figure 5.3.

We implemented the vertical world feature detector with our system, working real time

at 5 frames per second. An initial setup had to be done to properly align the cameras

and verge them with a known angle, using the pan and tilt units.

Figure 5.8 shows a set of results. The system was initially fixated on a ground plane

point, using the pan and tilt units to verge with a known angle, so that system height could

be determined. Keeping a constant height, the system was tilted sideways, and the vertical

feature was correctly detected in all frames. Further tests showed that method performs

well in man made environments where vertical features are abundant, but required some

parameter adjustment to have good results with different types of scenes.

Using (5.33) and (5.9) the vertical features are then charted on a world map. Figure

stereo cameras

IMU

ddetectetect vertical vertical 

image lines in image lines in 

both images.both images.
matches mapped to matches mapped to 

navigation frame 2D mapnavigation frame 2D map

mmapap feet of vertical right feet of vertical right 

image lines to left image image lines to left image 

and test for a matchand test for a match

segment segment 

image linesimage lines

inertial sensors

Figure 5.7: Stereo correspondence of vertical lines and 3D position algorithm.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 5.8: a) The experimental setup. b) and c) Vertical world feature detection. The
bigger circles indicate the foot of a detected vertical world feature, the smaller circles the
points tested, i.e., the lower end of image vertical lines.
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5.9 shows the output of the vertical world feature detector that includes a map with

detected features. The system was placed on a mobile robot and placed in the entry hall

of our lab. The maps shows the furniture correctly mapped. The raw data shows a spread

along the line of sight of the system, as expected from the geometric setup and image

noise.

Proper time filtering and outlier removal has to be performed to have a consistent

map. The map has than to be updated as the robot moves in its environment, as shown

in this next set of results where outlier removal was performed.

An unstructured real scene was used, as seen in figure 5.10. A chair was placed in a

natural environment with plants and vases. The robot was set in motion and the results

are shown in figure 5.10. The lines show the ground truth chair position, the nearby circle

a plant vase that occluded one of the chair legs.

The robot was placed slightly higher ground, and the detected features were very

near, therefore the error spread along the X direction is less than for other tests where

the geometric dilution of precision in the 3D triangulation was greater.

Part of this work was presented at [Lobo2001SIRS] and [Lobo2003JRAS].

5.4 Stereo Depth Map Alignment and Ground Seg-

mentation

5.4.1 Rotating Depth Maps

Stereo vision systems can use correlation based methods to obtain depth maps. With the

current technology, real time systems are commercially available. When the vision system

is moving the maps have to be fused into single world map. Before fusing the depth maps,

they must be registered to a common referential. This can be done using data fitting alone,

or aided by known parameters or restrictions on the way the measurements were made.

Figure 5.11 shows the frames of reference that we need to consider. The depth maps

are given in the stereo camera frame of reference, in out case we take the left camera as

the reference camera, with the Z axis pointing forward along the optical axis. The depth
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a)

b)

Figure 5.9: a) The experimental setup, with the system placed on a mobile robot and
placed at the entry hall of our lab. b) Vertical world feature detection. The circle in the
map represents the robot, and the points the detected vertical world features
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Figure 5.10: a) Stereo images. b) Detected edges and vertical lines. c) World map with
robot not moving. d) World map with robot moving. e) World map with robot moving
and outlier removal.
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{W }

{C }

{I }

Figure 5.11: Frames of reference for stereo vision system with inertial measurement unit.

map is given by a pencil of rays with known depth from the origin, in this case the left

camera optical center.

Using the stereo depth algorithm we obtain a set of points CPi in the left camera

referential. Using the previous equations from section 5.1.3 we can map them to the

navigation frame of reference as

NPi =N TC.
CPi (5.38)

But from (5.10) NTC requires knowing the system height relative to the ground plane.

We can only rotate so that the depth map will be aligned with the horizontal plane, i.e.,

rotate with NCTC given by (5.18)

NCPi =NC TC.
CPi (5.39)

5.4.2 Aligning to the Ground Plane

In these rotated depth maps, planar levelled patches will have the same depth z, so in

order to detect the ground plane height, an histogram is performed for point depth.

histz(n) =
∑

(Pi | floor(zPi
) = n) (5.40)

The histogram’s lower local peak zgnd is used as the reference depth for the ground

plane. The depth maps are than all translated and aligned with this reference ground

plane, with only a rotation about a vertical axis and a 2D translation remaining for full

registration.
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5.4.3 Segmenting the Depth Map

The detected points can than be parsed and segmented as being a ground plane point,

or some feature above ground. Points bellow the ground plane can be ignored or not,

depending on the application.

Pgnd = Pi | zgnd − δ ≤ floor(zPi
) ≤ zgnd + δ (5.41)

Pabove = Pi | floor(zPi
) ≥ zgnd + δ (5.42)

were δ is the allowed tolerance. The points above ground can be projected in the XY

plane, and further segmentation performed to identify vertical features.

5.4.4 Summary of Method for Stereo Depth Map Alignment

and Ground Segmentation

Using the vertical reference, the depth maps can be segmented to identify horizontal

and vertical features. The aim is on having a simple algorithm suitable for a real-time

implementation. Since we are able to map the points to an inertial reference frame, planar

levelled patches will have the same depth z, and vertical features the same xy, allowing

simple feature segmentation using histogram local peak detection. Fig. 5.12 summarises

the proposed depth map segmentation method.

5.4.5 Results

In order to obtain depth maps with known vision system pose, the stereo vision system

was mounted with an inertial measurement unit, as shown in fig. 5.13. To compute range

from stereo images we are using the SRI Stereo Engine [Konolige1997] with the Small

Vision System (SVS) from [Videre].

A simple indoor scene was used to test our method. The stereo pair seen in figure

5.14 was obtained with the experimental setup shown in figure 5.13. Figure 5.15 shows

the disparity image and reconstructed 3D points obtained with the SVS package.
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Figure 5.12: Summary of implemented method.

Figure 5.13: Experimental setup with inertial sensors and vision system, and scene used
for the test.

Figure 5.14: Stereo rectified image pair obtained with SVS system.

Using the vertical reference provided by the inertial sensors the 3D points were trans-

formed to a world aligned frame of reference as previously described.

In order to detect the ground plane, an histogram was done for all depths, and the

peak used as a reference value, as seen in figure 5.16. The points were than parsed and

segmented as ground plane points and points above ground.
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Figure 5.15: Disparity image obtained with SVS, and reconstructed 3D points

Figure 5.16: Depth histogram with detected peak (top); ground plane points (right);
points above the floor, i.e., walls or obstacles (left).
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Figure 5.17: Graphical front-end with height histogram and segmented depth map.

Figure 5.17 shows the graphical front-end of the implemented system working realtime

at 10 frames per second. On the left the height histogram is shown.

A linear line fit was done using the points above ground from the data set in figure 5.16,

ignoring their depth, to reconstruct the wall orientation in the test scene. Figure 5.18

shows the result. More complex scenes require a previous point clustering stage, so that

a simplified world model can be built, but this only has to be done in 2D.

Figure 5.18: Top view of all points above the floor, and line fit for wall orientation.

With the vision system moving, the acquired depth maps have to be registered to a

common frame of reference. After the alignment using the vertical reference and subse-

quent ground plane detection, the registration is a 2D problem, only a translation (tx, ty)

and rotation θ are needed, see fig. 5.19.

An approximation to these 2D parameters can be found by projecting the inertial

sensed parameters onto the level plane. These allows registering dynamic depth maps,
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Figure 5.19: On the right the graphical front-end of implemented system, showing the
height histogram for ground plane detection, the detected plane and 3D segmented depth
map; on the right the top and front view of the aligned segmented depth maps, that only
require a translation (tx, ty) and rotation θ to be correctly fused.

with moving objects, to a common frame of reference.

Real time depth map computation, rotation update, ground plane detection and real-

time 3D rendering of the rotated depth maps is done currently at 10 fps, with the above

described hardware and a Pentium IV at 1.5 GHz.

5.5 Discussion and Conclusions

In this chapter we focused on the use of the inertial vertical reference in vision systems.

In a stereo rig with known geometry, the vertical reference was used to compute the

collineation of level plane points, enabling their detection and 3D mapping. This was

used to segment and reconstruct vertical features and levelled planar patches. These 3D

world features are useful to improve mobile robot autonomy and navigation. The method

is fast and adaptable, unlike a fixed calibrated collineation estimated from a set of known

points. The main sources of error in this method are the assumed known geometry, and
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the noise in the vertical reference. When used on a mobile vehicle the error increased

along the direction of motion, but still provided a useful map of vertical features for robot

navigation, where the uncertainty can be modelled.

Another approach we followed was to use standard vision techniques to compute depth

maps, and than rotate and align them using the inertial reference. The advantage of

reducing the search space explored above is lost, but current technology provides real-

time depth maps with reasonable quality, and the inertial data fusion is still very useful

at a later step to align and register the obtained maps.

Results were shown of stereo depth map alignment using the vertical reference. The

depth map points are mapped to the a vertically aligned world frame of reference. In order

to detect the ground plane, an histogram is performed for the different heights. Taking

the ground plane as a reference plane for the acquired maps, the fusion of multiple maps

reduces to a 2D translation and rotation problem. The dynamic inertial cues can be used

as a first approximation for this transformation, allowing a fast depth map registration

method.

The aim of this work is a fast real-time system, avoiding 3D point clustering methods

that are not suitable for real-time implementations. It can be applied to an automated

car driving system, modelling the road, identifying obstacles and roadside features.

In the next chapter we will address the fusion of optical flow computation with the

stereo data to accomplish independent motion segmentation. To fully register the depth

maps, magnetic sensors are used to complement the data from the accelerometers and

provide an external reference for 3D rotation, and image features used to compute trans-

lation.
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Chapter 6

3D Map Registration and

Independent Motion Segmentation

In vision based systems used in mobile robotics the perception of self-motion and structure

of the environment is essential. In the previous chapter results were presented using the

inertial vertical reference alone.

Combining inertial and earth field magnetic sensors we can have an external rotation

reference, providing valuable data about camera ego-motion, as well as absolute references

for structure feature orientations. The vertical reference is disturbed by body acceleration

and the magnetic bearing more severely by electro magnetic disturbances and proximity

to ferrous metals, but the derived rotation update can be used in some applications where

the cost and size of high grade gyros for full INS computations is unsuitable.

In this chapter we explore the fusion of optical flow and stereo techniques with data

from the inertial and magnetic sensors, enabling the depth flow segmentation of a moving

robotic observer to accomplish independent motion segmentation.

A depth map registration and motion segmentation method is proposed, and experi-

mental results of independent motion segmentation for a moving observer are presented.

113
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6.1 Introduction

Stereo vision systems can use correlation based methods to obtain depth maps. With the

current technology, real time systems are commercially available. When the vision system

is moving the maps have to be fused into a single world map. Before fusing the depth

maps, they must be registered to a common referential. This can be done using data

fitting alone, or aided by known parameters or restrictions on the way the measurements

were made.

In our work, correlation based stereo depth maps are obtained from a moving vision

system, and rotated to a common levelled reference provided by the rotation update from

inertial sensed gravity and magnetic sensed bearing. Voxel quantisation can then be

performed on the resulting maps.

But there remains a 3D translation in the successive depth maps due to the motion,

for which the inertial sensors only provide a rough estimate. By tracking some image

targets over successive frames, the system translation between frames can be estimated

by subtracting their 3D position.

The translation can also be estimated from the 3D data alone. For scenes where a base

horizontal plane is always visible (e.g.: the floor or desktop), a histogram in height can

be used to have a common reference along the vertical axis. This can also be performed

for the horizontal axis if the orientation of visible planes is known or detected by a 2D fit

to the data. The two identified planes provide the translation to merge successive depth

maps.

Fully registered depth maps can therefore be obtained from the moving system. The

depth flow that remains in the resultant map is due to the system covering new scenes,

or to moving objects within the overlap volume of successive observations. Mismatches

between the depth from stereo and depth from optical flow indicate possible independent

motion. This can be used to better segment moving objects in the overlap volume and

avoid artifacts from slow moving objects.
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6.1.1 Related Work

Three-dimensional scene flow estimation was studied by Vedula et al. [Vedula2005]

[Vedula1999]. Several scenarios are presented, and the tradeoffs between structure knowl-

edge, correspondence matching, number of cameras and computed optical flow explored.

Dense scene flow estimation using only two cameras was proposed by Li and Sclaroff by

fusing stereo and optical flow estimation in a single coherent framework [Li2005]. Ye

Zhang and Kambhamettu computed dense 3D scene flow and structure from multiview

image sequences with nonrigid motion in the scene [Zhang2003]. Stereoscopic MPEG

based video compression methods also deal with motion flow segmentation, such as the

joint motion and disparity fields estimation method proposed by Yang et al. [Yang2005].

A statistical approach to background modelling was used for segmentation of video-rate

stereo sequences by Eveland et al. [Eveland1998].

Our approach deals with a free moving stereo camera observer, for which the above

methods are not directly applicable. Inertial sensors provide valuable data to deal with

the camera motion [Lobo2004JRS]. Visual and inertial sensing are two sensory modalities

that can be explored to give robust solutions on image segmentation and recovery of 3D

structure from images [Lobo2003PAMI].

6.2 Registering Stereo Depth Maps

A moving stereo observer of a background static scene with some moving objects can

compute at each instant a correlation-based dense depth map. The maps will change in

time due to both the moving objects and the observer ego-motion. A first step to process

the incoming data is to register the maps to a common fixed frame of reference {W}, as

shown on Figure 6.1.

The stereo cameras provide intensity images Il(u, v)|i and Ir(u, v)|i, where u and v

are pixel coordinates, and i the frame time index. Having the stereo rig calibrated, depth

maps for each frame can be computed. A set of 3D points CP|i is therefore obtained at each

frame, given in the camera frame of reference {C}|i. Each 3D point has a corresponding

intensity gray level c given by the pixel in the reference camera, i.e., c = Il(u, v)|i. Each
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{W }

{C }|i

{I }|i

{C }| i+1

{I }|i+1

{R }| i+1

{R }|i

Figure 6.1: Moving observer and world fixed frames of reference.

point in the set retains both 3D position and gray level

(P )(x, y, z, c) ∈ CP|i . (6.1)

6.2.1 Rotate to Local Vertical and Magnetic North

In chapter 5 we used the inertial vertical reference to rotate stereo depth maps to a

levelled frame of reference. However there remained a rotation about a vertical axis for

which gravity provides no cues. The earth’s magnetic field can be used to provide the

missing bearing [Caruso1998], however the magnetic sensing is sensitive to the nearby

ferrous metals and electric currents. In fact, there is some overlap and complementarity

between the two sensors, with different noise characteristics that can be exploited to

provide a useful rotation update [Roetenberg2003] [Roetenberg2005].

The inertial and magnetic sensors, rigidly fixed to the stereo camera rig, provide a

stable camera rotation update RRC relative to the local gravity vertical and magnetic

north camera frame of reference {R}|i.
Calibration of the rigid body rotation between {I}|i and {C}|i can be performed by

having both sensors observing gravity, as vertical vanishing points and sensed acceleration,

as described in chapter 4.

The rotated camera frame of reference {R}|i is time-dependent only due to the camera

system translation, since rotation has been compensated for.
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6.2.2 Translation from Image Tracked Target

The translation component can be obtained using a single fixed target tracked in the

scene. The image feature must have the corresponding 3D point Pt in each depth map,

so that translation can be estimated from

∆~t = Pt|i+1 − Pt|i (6.2)

with Pt|i+1 ∈ RP|i+1 and Pt|i ∈ RP|i.
The fixed target can be an artificial one, or set of sparse tracked natural 3D features

can be used to improve robustness, but assumptions have to be made in order to reject

outliers that occur from tracking features of the moving objects.

6.2.3 Voxel Quantisation

The above equations are provided for discrete sets of points. In order to deal with noise

and allow 3D volume processing, a 3D array is built representing 3D space as voxels. For

each stereo frame, the corresponding cubic array of voxels Vox|i can be built. For the

occupied voxels the corresponding gray level can be stored in the array. When two or

more points contribute to the same voxel, the average gray level is used.

For each P (x, y, z, c) ∈ CP|i, Vox(x, y, z)|i = c if previously empty, or Vox(x, y, z)|i = c̄,

where c̄ is the average gray level of the contributing points.

For a sequence of stereo frames, two cumulative voxel arrays Voxc and Voxv can be

built for both gray level and occupancy statistics over the frames, with

Voxc(x, y, z) = c̄v, Voxv(x, y, z) = v (6.3)

where v is the number of frames that voted voxel (x, y, z) as occupied, and c̄v the average

gray level from the voting frames.

6.2.4 Summary of Stereo Depth Maps Registration Method

Figure 6.2 summarises the proposed stereo depth map registration method using inertial

and magnetics sensors for rotation update and image features for translation.
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Figure 6.2: Summary of stereo depth map registration method.

6.3 Independent Motion Segmentation in Fully Reg-

istered Maps

Having the dense depth maps in a common frame of reference we can proceed to segment

the moving objects seen by the moving stereo observer. Biological vision systems are

very successful in movement segmentation since they efficiently resort to flow analysis

and accumulated prior knowledge of the 3D structure of the scene. Artificial perception

systems may also build 3D structure maps and use optical flow to provide cues for ego and

independent motion segmentation. The maps will change in time due to moving objects,

and eventually grow as the artificial observer covers new scene areas.

6.3.1 Background Subtraction for Voxel Segmentation

Occupancy statistics can be used to segment the set of voxels that correspond to the static

scene observed by the moving system, and segment the moving objects.

Applying a threshold vback on the accumulated vote count, a binary array of back-

ground voxels Voxb can be built as

Voxb(x, y, z) = 1 when Voxv(x, y, z) > vback . (6.4)

To improve noise filtering and robustness, a thinning and growing transformation is

applied, removing isolated voxels and filling in gaps. The thinning filter takes out voxels
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without a minimum number of neighbours, by performing a convolution with a cubic unit

kernel and thresholding the result back to a binary array. The growing simply performs a

convolution with a cubic unit kernel, and rebuilds the binary array with all the non-zero

voxels.

For a single frame i, the set of voxels from moving objects will be given by

Voxm|i = Vox|i
⋂

Voxb . (6.5)

To deal with noise, thinning and growth smoothing can also be applied to Voxm|i,
but smearing of the intensity gray level might not help subsequent 3D intensity based

methods.

The underlying assumption is that the moving observer repeatedly covers the same

scene so that background voxels are seen more times than moving objects. Experimental

results show that moving objects are successfully segmented and that thinning and growth

smoothing filter out noise from the correlation based stereo depth maps.

6.3.2 Optical Flow Consistency Segmentation

In section 3.2.4 we saw that optical flow is the apparent motion of brightness patterns in

the image, and how it can be computed from an image sequence. When the camera is

moving and observing a static scene with some moving objects, some optical flow will be

consistent with the camera ego-motion observing the static scene, other might be moving

objects. Since the stereo provides a dense depth map, and we reconstruct camera motion,

we can compute the expected projected optical flow in the image from the 3D data.

In the perspective camera model, the relationship between a 3D world point x =

(X, Y, Z)T and its projection u = (u, v)T in the 2D image plane is given by

u =
P1 (x, y, z, 1)T

P3 (x, y, z, 1)T
v =

P2 (x, y, z, 1)T

P3 (x, y, z, 1)T
(6.6)

where matrix Pj is the jth row of the camera projection matrix P .

When the camera moves, the relative motion of the 3D point dx
dt

will induce a projected

optical flow given by
dui

dt
=

δui

δx

dx

dt
(6.7)
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where δui

δx
is the 2×3 Jacobian matrix that represents the differential relationship between

x and ui, which can be obtained by differentiating (6.6).

Image areas where the computed flow is inconsistent with the expected one indicate

moving objects, and the corresponding voxels can be segmented. This approach does not

require the occupancy statistics memory, since it is differential and can be applied to pairs

of successive frames.

Experimental results show that this method works on sequences with significant op-

tical flow. However, this procedure is noise sensitive and, due to its differential based

estimation, it performs poorly at low speeds, where the uncertainties in camera motion

and optical flow are higher.

6.3.3 Summary of Independent Motion Segmentation Methods

A summarising diagram of the procedures for both independent motion segmentation

methods studied in this work is presented in figure 6.3.

observed
optical flow

full depth map registration

camera motion from
rotation and translation

fully registered
depth maps

estimated optical flow
assuming static scene

occupancy voting

background
subtraction

voxel quantization

independent motion
segmentation

background subtraction
for voxel segmentation

consistency check for
independent flow segmentation

optical flow consistency segmentation

corresponding depth
map segmentation

Figure 6.3: Summary of voxel background subtraction and optical flow consistency meth-
ods for independent motion segmentation.
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6.4 Results

The hardware system used to acquire data from a moving observer is shown in fig. 6.4.

The stereo vision is provided by the Videre MEGA-D Digital Stereo Head [Videre], and

the pose from the inertial and magnetic sensor package MT9-B from Xsens [Xsens]. To

compute range from stereo images we are using the SRI Stereo Engine with the Small

Vision System (SVS) Software [Konolige1997].

Figure 6.4: Stereo vision system with inertial and magnetic sensors. In the middle the 3D
scene with static background and swinging pendulum observed by the hand held system.
The system was also mounted on a hat so that a human could perform the observation
motion.

A scene was set up with a swinging cylindrical can to provide motion independent

from the observer movement, as shown on Figure 6.4. The moving observer surveyed the

scene performing map registration and subsequent independent motion segmentation as

described below.

6.4.1 Moving Depth Map Registration

As described above, the rotation update provided by the inertial and magnetic sensor

package is applied to the successive depth maps. As shown in figure 6.5b, the depth maps

are correctly rotated, but shifted due to the observer translation.

The translation was estimated by tracking an image feature, and observing the trans-

lation between the corresponding 3D points in the depth maps. Figure 6.5 shows data for

frames 1 and 20 of a take of 200 frames with a moving observer of a static scene with a

moving pendulum.
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Figure 6.5: Overlaid rotated 3D depth maps from frames 1 and 20 (on the right) showing
a clear mismatch, and circled image feature tracked to estimate translation.

Figure 6.6: Depth maps rotated and translated to common world fixed frame of reference,
for frames 1 and 20 on the left, and for full set of frames with moving pendulum on the
right.

The registered depth map can be seen in Figure 6.6. The fused map from frames 1

and 20 is shown on the left. On the right the fused map corresponding to the full set of

frames is shown with the moving pendulum leaving its trace.

The registration performed well, since the background shows no mismatch and the

moving pendulum clearly leaves its trace.

The registered depth maps can than be quantised into voxels and contribute to voxel

set Voxv, that accumulates the number of frames that vote the voxel as occupied, and

Voxc, the average gray level from the voting frame, for subsequent computations.

The registered depth maps can than be quantised into voxels and contribute to voxel

sets Voxv and Voxc for subsequent computations. Voxv accumulates the number of frames

that vote the voxel as occupied, and Voxc the average gray level from the voting frames.

Figure 6.7 shows a rendered view of the voxel space for a single frame.
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Figure 6.7: Vox Cubes.

6.4.2 Independent Motion Segmentation in Fully Registered Maps

Background Subtraction for Voxel Segmentation

The above results are shown with VRML rendering of the full set of computed points

without voxel quantisation. As described above, occupancy statistics can be used to

identify the static scene voxels. In a new test sequence, a one cubic meter volume of the

observed space was chosen as the working volume, quantised to a 100× 100× 100 array

corresponding to 1 cm3 voxels.

Figure 6.8a shows the 3D volume of all accumulated voxels for this test sequence with

130 frames, and 6.8b the ones with a vote count above the empirically chosen threshold

of 30. This choice was made based on the following observations: very low thresholds will

mark slow objects as background; too high will segment newly observed static background

as moving objects. Frame rate, observer motion and independent motion velocities are

determining factors when choosing appropriate thresholds. The result of thinning and

growth filters applied to the background voxels is shown in figure 6.8c and 6.8d.

Figure 6.9 shows initial voxel set and segmented moving object voxels after thinning

and subsequent smoothing, for one frame from the above sequence.

The results show that moving object voxels can be successfully segmented, however

the moving observer has to cover the same scene more than once so that the background

voxels can be correctly segmented.
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 6.8: Obtaining the background voxels: a) 3D volume of all accumulated voxels in
frame sequence, b) with vote count above 30, c) after thinning for at least 6 neighbours,
d) and subsequent growth with a size 53 kernel.

Optical Flow Consistency Segmentation

Figure 6.10 shows the optical flow at one frame within a test sequence where the pendulum

and observer were both moving. The image observed optical flow was estimated with

the Lucas-Kanade [Lucas1981] method applied to successive frames. The predicted flow

was computed considering the 3D motion of the depth map relative to the camera, and

projecting onto the image using (6.7).

The difference between the observed optical flow and the predicted flow indicate areas

inconsistent with a static scene. The voxels associated with these image pixels correspond

to moving objects. A decision threshold is applied to the optical flow difference to segment

the voxels. The result for this frame is shown in figure 6.11.

The method works, but is clearly sensitive to noise due to the differential based esti-

mation. In the complete test sequence there, frames with small camera motion performed
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 6.9: Background subtraction for voxel segmentation: a) initial voxel set for one
frame, b) after background voxels subtracted, c) segmented moving object voxels after
thinning for at least 6 neighbours and subsequent smoothing, d) segmented moving object
voxels from a different view and mapped onto the image frame.

poorly, since the uncertainties in camera motion and optical flow computation degrade de

detection of moving objects.

6.5 Conclusions

Two methods were presented for motion segmentation for a moving observer of a back-

ground static scene with some independently moving objects. The moving observer has

stereo vision and, to provide a rotation update, inertial and magnetic sensors. Having

compensated rotation, translation can be obtained from a single tracked image feature.
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Figure 6.10: Difference between observed optical flow computed between successive frames
using Lucas-Kanade image based estimation, and estimated optical flow using just the
3D data from the first frame and camera motion, indicating areas inconsistent with static
scene after camera motion compensation.

Depth maps from stereo vision can therefore be registered to a common frame of reference.

Occupancy statistics can then be used to segment the voxels between the static back-

ground scene and moving objects. However, the moving observer has to cover the same

scene so that the background voxels can be correctly segmented. An alternative method is

to check the consistency of the observed image optical flow. This approach is differential

and can be applied to pairs of successive frames, but is more noise sensitive.

The results shown were processed with Matlab in batch mode, ongoing work is being

done to have the system running online.

Future work will address the use of inertial dynamic data to improve the optical flow

consistency check, without depending on any tracked feature for the translation, and on

combining the two methods to improve robustness.

Figure 6.12 shows the output of the two methods for the same frame. The voxel

background subtraction correctly identifies the independent motion. Due to this fact, in

this work it also provided a ground truth to compare the optical flow consistency method.

The optical flow consistency method also segments the independent motion, but with
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Figure 6.11: 3D voxels from moving object, based on difference between observed and
expected optical flow assuming a static scene, and on the right segmented moving ob-
ject voxels after thinning for at least 6 neighbours and subsequent smoothing, from two
different views and mapped onto the image frame.

Figure 6.12: Output of the two methods for the same frame, voxel background subtraction
on the left, and optical flow consistency on the right.

added false positives due to uncertainties in the optical flow computation and camera

motion reconstruction.

On the other hand, voxel background subtraction requires a volumetric representation

of the whole workspace, and also some past history statistics, which introduces a start-up

lag of at least 10 frames, whereas optical flow consistency only needs the present and

immediately preceding frames to function. Therefore, the latter can be improved on by

retaining a short-term memory of 3D space occupancy, since the inertial data allows a
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fast depth map registration, resulting in a hybrid method that combines the differential

approach with occupancy statistics.



Chapter 7

Discussion and Future Work

This work sets a framework for inertial and visual sensor cooperation. From the studies

on human vision it is clear that inertial cues play an important role in visual perception.

The unit sphere projection model used provides an intuitive representation of projec-

tive geometry, onto which inertial cues are easily integrated.

We explored the camera and inertial data relationship and proposed calibration meth-

ods suitable for the needs of robotics applications.

The inertial vertical reference provided by gravity enabled the detection and segmen-

tation of planar and vertical 3D features and the simplification of stereo depth maps

registration for moving observers.

Independent motion segmentation was accomplished by combining inertial and mag-

netic sensors to provide a rotation update and using image features, optical flow and

stereo depth maps derived from the images.

We have tried to cover all aspects of the fusion, from a theoretical point of view, and

shown practical applications. Although the implementations can be better engineered to

improve performance, they prove their suitability in solving or simplifying some perceptual

tasks for robotic applications. In some cases the edge given by the inertial sensors allows

known computer vision techniques like simultaneous structure and motion to be applied

with less demand on workable image features, as we presented in our results for depth

maps registration used for independent motion segmentation.

Future work will address better modelling of sensor fusion under a Bayesian framework.

129
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Studies have shown that in humans the solution to the gravito-inertial ambiguity can be

modelled as a Bayesian inference with specific priors that explain the human perception

and illusions [Laurens2006] We hope to extend this to the fusion of magnetic and inertial

data to have a more robust perception of self rotation.

The dimensionality of the optical flow segmentation imposes limits on the applicability

of full Bayesian inference. However we hope to build on previous work on Bayesian optical

flow [Zelek2004] and explore the complementarity with the stereo depth maps and inertial

data.

In our lab we are setting up a robotic football team for the small sized league [Simoes2005]

[Rodrigues2005] [RAC2006]. The robots are small and the games are very dynamic, pre-

senting an interesting test bed for fast visual and motion perception systems incorporating

the ideas presented in this thesis.

Ongoing work is being done applying the proposed stereo depth map registration

method to robotic airships that incorporate vision and inertial sensing [Mirisola2006].

The large scale fusion of depth maps presents problems when the magnetic field is not

reliable for heading data, and the registration has to rely on more image features.

Wherever there is motion and cameras, or relative pose is important, inertial sensing

can aid perception. For instance gesture recognition takes into account observer pose

relative to the fixed world, for which the inertial gravity vertical can provide an important

cue [Rett2005]. It can also incorporate results from independent motion so that a moving

robot can interpret gestures on the fly.

Although the techniques presented in this thesis are based on systems that attempt

to recreate the hardware of biological visuo-vestibular systems, no attempt has yet been

made to follow the internal biological models of perception.

The usefulness of introducing models which mimic biological systems of perception

and the limitations of biological perception posed by the physiological characteristics of

biological motion sensors, which in certain situations yield partial or ambiguous informa-

tion, has been demonstrated in previous research (see, for example, work by Reymond et

al. [Reymond2002]). Biological visuo-vestibular systems take into account ego-motion,

and deal well with independent motion segmentation. In spite of this, however robust,

biological perception estimation processes are prone to suffering from illusions, conflicts
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Figure 7.1: Biomimetic artificial perception research proposal schematic [Lobo2006ICVW]
(human observer image courtesy of 3DScience.com).

and ambiguities.

We have thus reached a point in which the next step will be to take artificial perception

to the next level: from bioinspired to biomimetic — see figure 7.1.

We therefore intend in future work to perform psychophysical studies, such as in [Rey-

mond2002], of human visuo-vestibular models under a Bayesian framework, to implement

these models as closely as possible using the presented technology in a robotic-based

artificial perception system, to tackle 3D structure perception (specifically independent

motion segmentation in the presence of self-motion), and to test the possibilities opened

by the robustness of artificial sensor technology as opposed to biological sensory solutions

on extreme perception tasks (see Figure 7.1) [Lobo2006ICVW].

Further studies in the field, as well as bio-inspired robotic applications, will enable

a better understanding of the underlying principles, with possible application for bio-

http://3DScience.com
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implants of artificial vision and vestibular system in patients.

Refining and Combining Independent Motion Segmentation Methods

In the case of independent motion segmentation, we will address the use of inertial dy-

namic data to improve the optical flow consistency check, without depending on any

tracked feature for the translation, and on combining the two methods to improve robust-

ness.

The comparative analysis of the two approaches showed that background subtraction

yields more robust results, but requires thorough coverage of scene. On the other hand,

optical flow consistency does not require memory or priors regarding the scene, however

is much more prone to noise.

Therefore we think that a hybrid approach is a more adequate solution, where priors

gathered from past states of the workspace being perceived would be combined in a

probabilistic Bayesian framework with fast low-level processing of image optical flow and

inertial information.

Instead of the voxel voting scheme, a probabilistic 3D map would be more appropriate

to fuse both methods. Figure 7.2 shows a probabilistic map proposed by [Rocha2006] to

represent occupancy.

The fraction of the voxel volume that is actually occupied is modeled by a continuous

random variable Cl, taking values cl ∈ [0, 1]. A probability density function defined by

two parameters is used to model the occupancy.

In our case we want to represent the probability of the voxel being static background

and not free space, or of being part of a moving object at some time. Initially nothing is

known about the observed scene, so both have flat pdfs. The probabilistic map for static

background is unique and accumulates all information from previous frames. Notice that

by free space we imply the complement of the static background, that might at some time

be occupied by some moving object.

The non-uniform error in the depth maps due to the stereo geometry [Matthies1987]

can also be taken into account using a probabilistic representation. Indication of occu-

pancy over several frames, i.e. points in the depth maps within the same voxel, increases
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Figure 7.2: 3D probabilistic map: a) workspace divided into discrete voxels; b) the occu-
pancy Cl of a voxel l, given the sequence of measurements Mk, is modeled by a probabil-
ity density function (pdf) p(cl|Mk), in this example a normal pdf N(µl = 0.4, σl = 0.1)
(taken with permission from [Rocha2006]).

the probability of being fixed background. Indication of free space, derived from space

carving [Kutulakos2000] that takes into account the line of sight for reconstructed points,

decreases the probability of being fixed background.

For moving objects we can initially consider probabilistic maps for each frame. A voxel

that corresponds to an image point with inconsistent opticalflow has increased probability

of belonging to a moving object. Indication of occupancy over just a few frames also

indicates a moving object, and can be obtained by subtracting the accumulated static

background map from the observed depth map. To better represent the moving objects,

clustering and tracking over time has also to be addressed.
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The following table summarises the notation used in this thesis.

Table A.1: Summary of Mathematical Notation
symbol description
a, b, α scalars
v, p, ω vectors

v · p vector dot product
v × p vector cross product

x = (x1, x2, x3)
T column vector (transpose)
v̇ vector 1st derivative
v̈ vector 2nd derivative

A, M matrices
AT matrix transpose

q̊, p̊ quaternions
q̊ = q0 + q quaternion scalar and vector part

q̊∗ quaternion conjugate
p̊q̊ quaternion product

p̊ · q̊ quaternion dot product
˙̊q quaternion 1st derivative
¨̊q quaternion 2nd derivative

{I}, {C}, {N} frames of reference
ITC transformation matrix from {I} to {C}
Cω vector ω in {C} frame of ref

Scalars are represented by simple italic font, vectors by boldface non-italic roman font,

quaternions are similar but with a small circle on top, and matrices by boldface roman

capitals. Frames of reference use capital calligraphy font.
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We created the InerVis WebIndex as reference web site for research work in the field.

It provides several topics, such as a bibliography list, InerVis workshops, software and

links for camera and inertial sensors manufactures.

Figure B.1: InerVis Webindex (:http://www.deec.uc.pt/~jlobo/InerVis_WebIndex/)
and InerVis Author Index (:http://www.deec.uc.pt/~jlobo/InerVis_WebIndex/
InerVis_Author.php)

:http://www.deec.uc.pt/~jlobo/InerVis_WebIndex/
:http://www.deec.uc.pt/~jlobo/InerVis_WebIndex/InerVis_Author.php
:http://www.deec.uc.pt/~jlobo/InerVis_WebIndex/InerVis_Author.php
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140 APENDIX C. INERVIS MATLAB TOOLBOX

Within the InerVis WebIndex the InerVis Matlab Toolbox page shares our calibration

methods with the community, as a Matlab toolbox complete with examples.

Figure C.1: InerVis Author Index (:http://www.deec.uc.pt/~jlobo/InerVis_
WebIndex/InerVis_Toolbox.html)

:http://www.deec.uc.pt/~jlobo/InerVis_WebIndex/InerVis_Toolbox.html
:http://www.deec.uc.pt/~jlobo/InerVis_WebIndex/InerVis_Toolbox.html
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